
CHAPTER SIX 

THE ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

It is generally understood that economic condition in a 

particular ecological setting determines to a great extent the culture 

of a people. Gradual changes in economic pursuits bring corres-

pending changes in the social system and allow the people to interact 

at varied degrzes in the social and economic sphere. 

An exal!lination of the Lepcha subsistence economy would 

reveal that it had undergone a rapid economic transformation from 

huntinq - gathering stage to shifting cultivation and finally to wet 

rice cultivation on terraces. In the Zongu area of north Sikkim the 

Lepcha still practise some amount of shifting cultivation in the high 

hills along with plough cultivation in the lower areas. 

As has already been said, as members of a forest tribe, in 

former times· and still today in the less fertile regions of Zongu, the 

Lepcha relied on hunting as a supplementary means of food supply. 

In Lir.·.·:;rdong village of Zongu at least five Lepcha families even now 

practise seasonal hunting almost regularly. But it is done more as a 

sport and a favourite pastime rather than a purposive economic 

''·. 
activity. The games consist of Himalayan black bear, deer and wild 

birds. Whenever one gets some sizeable quantity of meat he throws a 

commun.al feast. Now-a-days in Zongu hunting has turned out to be a 

occasion for community integration which Rappaport (1968) calls 

community nucleation. 

There are a number of reasons for which the Lepcha are 

gradunlly giving up hunting in Zongu, in Kalimpong they had given 
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up regular hunting long ago. The stigma which Lamaism (as inter------
pretec'. by the Lepcha informants) places on the killing of animals prohi-

bits the Lepcha of Sikkim partially from this pursuit, and even those 

who are not Lamas feel generally disinclined toward killing of animals, 

The se!ttled houses, increasing dependence on wet rice cultivation and 

keeping of herds of cow and buffaloe, have given the Lepcha of 

the Zongu area adequate economic alternative to hunting so as to 

make this pursuit unattractive except for occasional hunting for 

recreation and pleasure. But inspite of these facts hunting has been 

practised and still continues to be an important economic activity 

among the Lepcha of Zongu, especially in the high altitude areas of 

upper Zongu, where the forest provides games in plenty. As a matter 

of fact: the Lepcha are as much attached to Buddhism (or Lamais_!!!, as 

it is· called in the Himalayas) as they are to their traditional Bon 

religion which is animistic in nature. So the so called stigma, if 

any, imposed by Lamaism, is overruled by the demand of the 

Bonthi!!S!_ (pagan priest of the traditional religion) for animal killing 

becaus: sacrifice is a must for this type of rituals. Poongrum is the 

main -~10ong (spirit) who is to be propitiated before a hunting expedi-

tion. The ritual for the sacrifice is known to the Bonthing who 

supervises the offerings. The sacrifice consist of buckwheat, chi, 

fowls 1 some roots and tubers and flowers ; no woman must be present 

at thE! time of the hunting rituals. This ritual is not observed by the 

Lepcha of Kalimpong 1 especially of the Nassey Village. The ritual 

connected with hunting is almost unknown to them. O"nly a few iridi-

victuals of Pagang who are old enough to have lived in the ambience 

of for2st ecology in Kalimpong area, have some idea of this ritual 

connected with hunting. The Lepcha young·men of Kalimpong also 
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practis1:! occasional hunting in the nearby semi-forest as a pastime. 

The ga.mes consist of rabbits and birds only 1 as no other animals are 

availa;:,le in the semi-forest areas of Kalimpong 1 around the villages. 

As . a member of the forest tribe the Lepcha also used to gather 

various forest products including a dye of red ochre which they 

exchanged for salt with the Tibetans at the border. This trans

Himalayan trading has ceased to exist after the closing of frontier 

during the Indo-Chinese War of 1962. 

AGRICULTURE 

Agriculture was the subject of least concern to the anthro-

pologists till recently. There are reasons for anthropology's apathy 

to the study of agriculture. The universal nature of agricultural 

practic:es did not excite the anthropologist enough to go into under

standing the social organization of agricultural production and its 

relation with the social system as a whole. But since the concept of 

ecology became widely adopted in anthropology (Barth 1956 Geertz 

1963 ; Rappaport 1968) 1 agriculture is being seen as an adaptive 

mechanism in a specific environment so as to produce a pattern of 

relationship which is conducive to the maintenance of the productive 

organiz.ation in that specific ecological setting. In this light it is 

not sufficient to understand the complex network of social and 

cultural system as it exists but it becomes imperative to . examine the 

man-nature dimension as a basic coping device for survival of a 

population through the subsistence techniques and. strategies adapted 

to maximise the yield from the available resources. (Brown 1978 ; 

Boserup 1965 ; Sorenson 1972). 
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The account of Lepcha agriculture is two fold, one of tradi

tional agricultural . system and another of contemporary agricultural 

practises. The traditional Lepcha agricultural calendar at Zongu is 

as follows (after Morris 1938 : 184) . 

Lepcha Agricultural Calendar 
/ 

Traditional 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August: 

September 

Octobe!:r 

Sow buck wheat 

Clear ground and sow buck wheat in the lower 

part of the valley • 

Clear ground and sow dry rice, millet, and a 

little maize. 

Clear ground in the higher places and sow more 

dry rice, millet, barley and wheat the last two 

being sown together as a mixed crop. 

Reap buck wheat, and sow more millet and maize. 

Plant rice and terraces. Weed dry rice. This is 

the worst month for food shortage. 

Sow more millet and also buck wheat. 

weeding. 

General 

Reap the first rice terraces, and prepare drying 

sheds for cardamoms. Sow more buck wheat. 

Reap dry rice 

mostly by the 

and cardamoms. This 

men, as it is heavy work. 

same time the women reap the millet. 

Sow barley and wheat, also onions. 

reaping the cardamom crop. 

is done 

At the 

Continue 



November 

December 
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Clear ground for buck wheat. 

to sell the cardamom harvest. 

Make arrangements 

Continue to dispose of cardamoms. Women start to 

prepare the ground for buck wheat. 

slackest month of the year. 

This is the 

In the present Lepcha agricultural year, cultivation of 

paddy starts in July/August and continues upto November/December . 

• Wheat cultivation (only in Kalimpong), starts in December and goes 

upto March/ April. Season of makai (maize) cultivation is from 

February/March to July. Beside wheat and pulses others are mainly 

monsoon crops. The Lepcha of Darjeeling and Sikkim also cultivate 

various vegetables in their kitchen garden or sing. The produces 

includ1~ raisak, green chilli, okra (ladies finger), tomato, onion, 

ginger, pot a to etc. Whatever they produce in the sing, they never 

sell but consume as supplementary dishes which add a relish to the 

cultivated cereals. In Kalimpong ginger, potato and cauliflower are 

grown separately as cash crops but not in the sing. Dal or pulse, 

which is the most invariable accompaniment to cook~ rice in the 

greate:r part of India, can not be grown here properly on account of 

the cclld climate. 

The present day Lepcha agricultural calendar for food crops 

is given below. Some or other forms of agricultural operations is 

perfor·med during the months mentioned below for the production of 

that particular crop. 
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Lepcha Agricultural Calendar Contemporary ,./ . . . 

Lepcha Months English Equivalent Crops Produced 

1. Karnith December - January Wheat 

2. Karsong January - February - do -

3. Thorn February - March Maize I Millet 

4. S.(::rm March - April - do -
5. Thafa April - May Paddy 

6. Bl.U:ng May - June - do -
7. Namkam June - July fv1aize I Paddy· 

8. Parvim July - August - do -
9. GJ.u August - September Paddy 

10. Ith September - October Millet I Paddy 

11. Ha October - November Wheat I harvesting of 
paddy. 

12 •. Mar November - December - do -

Beside the temporal reconstruction of the Lepcha subsistence 

agriculture, a spatial one is also attempted because methodologically 

my study is extended from an exposed Kalimpong village to a remote 

} compa:::atively unexposed village in Sikkim where some relics of the 

traditional Lepcha culture is still in existence. The Lepcha cultural 

development can also be seen. in time perspective as agriculture and 

technology become distinct and more intensive. 

TradiUonal Agricultural System 

The pharse "traditional agriculture" will refer to agricul;_ 

tural practices used before the Lepcha came in contact with the 

Nepalis and Europeans. Traditional agriculture was also by no means 
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static. As we shall see afterwards that changes, did take place in 

traditional agriculture as much it has taken place in contemporary . 

agriculture. The longer a people occupy . an environment, the more 

they learn to interpret and use it with greater facility. They 

contin':.le to ·cope with and seek solution for the many uncertainties 

they fc:tce - weather, pests and diseases. In addition to the greater 

understanding that came from interaction of man and environment, 

contact with other cultures through migration and spread of new crops 

and ideas brougl'lt changes in both the traditional and contemporary 

agricultural s_phere. For example, the cultivation of wet rice and 

cardamom spread rapidly after their introduction into Sikkim by the 

Nepali~;. 

Though the Lepcha still continue shifting cultivation to some 

extent, most of them have taken to settled agriculture with plough. 

The process of extending areas of settled agriculture has been inten

sified during the last 50 years or so. 

One of the earliest documents available on the Lepcha 

traditional economy is of Dr. A. Campbell 1 s 1 Note on the Lepchas of 

Sikkim 1
• Regarding the olden· day Lepcha economy, he writes "they 

. are pclor agriculturists. Nomadic in their habits, they form no 

perma:nent villages and cultivate barely sufficient for their 

subsistence. When their stock of grain and pulse falls short, they 

supsist: themselves on wild roots I mountain spinach, fern -tops, fungi 

and cr:her natural products and the produce of the chase. They 

seldom remain more ·than three years in one spot. They have no· 

ploughs I and the implements they employ do no more than scrape and 
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soften the soil for the reception of seed in the upper layer of 

vegetal:le mould" (Campbell, 1840). 

The traditional agricultural system of the Lepcha was 

wasteful and inefficient but it no doubt accounts for their dislike of 

fixed E~mployment and their interest in jungle life. 

Their traditional method of cultivation was a nomadic form 

of tillage popularly known as shifting hill cultivation. The Lepcha 

call this slash and burn method of cultivation - "Sadeum Suk" or only 

"Sadeurn". In Lepcha language sadeum means cutting of the jungle 

and suk means burning up. The main crops cultivated by this 

method are dry rice, millet, maize and buckwheat (phapar) and some 

roots and tubers·. The venture consists of selecting a spot ofc- virgin 

soil, dearing it of forest and secondary undergrowth and then burn 

down the jungle and digging or scraping up the surface with the 

rudest agricultural implements like digging sticks. They cultivate for 

a few years. One agricultural year comprising of seasons of culti-

vation for dry rice, maize or millet and buckwheat in a cyclic 

order. After the productive powers of the land become exhausted the 

clearing is abandoned and allowed to lie fallow for seven years 

before being cultivated again. A new site is chosen again where the 

same operations are carried on de novo. Now-a-days all suitable 

land tn Lingdong is divided up into private holdings, the landmarks 

consisting of big trees or streams or stones set up at irregular 

intervals . The clearing of the land, usually an unterraced hill slope 

called rongdom, is started in the early spring. The women cut down 

the lower growths with their sickles, while the men climb and lop the 

bigger trees ans saplings. Until recently the trees used to be cut 

( 
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down if possible, but now there is a government law forbidding the 

destruction of big trees and guards of forest department of Sikkim are 

always after those who violate the rules. When all the debris have 

been c:ollected, the straight sticks are sorted out and the rest is put 

into heaps and set fire to, the ashes acting as a loosener and ferti-

lizer of the soil. After burning, the ground is cleared of charred 

wood and the remaining weeds by hand and the sown with the 

intend.•~d crop. This is done in the simplest ma·nner, holes are made 

in the ground w!th a pointed· stick (thangyal) and seeds are dropped 

into them. The Lepcha sedeum-suE. cultivation again, is not a 

"shift:lng cultivation" of the neolithic pattern. The ownership of land 

of eac:h family in the semi-forest area is defined and it has to 

confinE~ its agricultural operations to their own lands. In other 

words the shifting of agricultural plot is not of linear pattern but of 

"rotational type". This type of cultivation, may aptly be termed as 

slash and burn type of rotational cultivation. 

The main variety of dry rice cultivated and recognised in 

Zongu is a .red one called, 1 thakmarzu 1 
• This traditional 1 thakmarzu' 

variety of rice seeds are only suitable for dry cultivation by slash 

and burn method. In the case of rice cultivation the men go first by 

making on holes with digginc sticks (thangyal) in both the hands, 

and the women follow them with seeds putting one each in hole. 

After the introduction of wet rice cultivation in terraced 

paddy field the importance of dry rice as a food crop has ceased to 

exist. It is required only to perform some religious ceremonies. 

Presently cultivation of dry rice is not done in Lingdong, it 
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had stopped about ten years ago. But it is still being ~ontinued in 

some other villages of Zongu, like Sakyong Pantoong and Limza where 

people are comparativly in a more primitive stage of technology. Dry 

rice needed for the ritual in Lingdong is brought from other villages 

of Zongu. 

The crops which are still cultivated in Lingdong by slash 

and burn method are three varieties of makai (maize), two varieties 

of kudu (millet) and phaper (buckwheat). In Lingdong the 

principal crops cultivated in shiftiP.g cultivation are kudu and phaper 

The cultivation is done by making a hole with digging stick and 

putting one or two. seeds into it. 

The Lepcha of Zongu recognised three varieties of makai 

seeds. These are kuchungdari, kuchungnok and kungchungmu. Even 

today the traditional variety of makai seed, especially the one called 

kungchungmu is being regularly cultivated by the Lepcha of Lingdong 

both by the traditional and contemporary methods. This is an 

example where a particular variety of crop is grown in the 

traditional as ·well as in the contemporary system. 

Kudu or millet is a very traditional and indigenous crop of 

the Le!pcha. In Lepcha language it is called mong. Kudu in Lepcha 

life has multifarious uses which will be discussed in the subsequent 

pages. Cultivation of kudu by shifting cultivation method starts in 

April. Small seedlings come out in July when weeding ( niothbuk) is 

done. It ripens in October. In the case of kudu the seeds are sown 

by direct broadcasting. 
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The following two varieties of traditional kudu seeds are 

reco<;rn;~sed by the .Lepcha. These are mongmu, exclusively for shifting 

culti va.tion and mongbri, which ripens quickly and is still used in 

. conterr:;;Jorary agriculture along with the traditional system. 

In the autumn, after the rice (not in Lingdong) and millet 

are gctthered, the fields are sown with bucltwheat or phaper, which 

ripens in. about five months. When it is harvested the ground is 

allowNl to lie fallow. Usually in most of the cases buck wheat is 

. ' 
cultivated simultaneously either with maize or millet as mixed crop. 

As it has. already been told that though the Lepcha 

continues shifting cultivation in Zongu area of Sikkim, they 

al:endoned the practice in Darjeeling long ago. The development of 

Darjeding district started in 1866, when large areas of forest land 

were brought under cultivation by the more efficient methods of 

terradng, ploughing and irrigation replacing the primitive agricul-

tural method of shifting cultivation and by the introduction of new 

crops like tea, cinchona, potatoes, cardamom and orange. The rapid 

exten!;ion of agriculture in the early days of development resulted in 

the clearance of large areas of forest at favourable altitudes. 

For the Lepcha the reservation of forest by Government has 

further cramped their traditional I!leans of livelihood and natural 

env:i.rcnment. They are far less efficient as cultivators than the 

Nepali s who seem also to be more prolific. The Lepcha do not have a 

word for plough in their language., they use the Nepali word for it. 

The reason for the present existence of shifting cultivation 
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in Lingdong and few other villages of upper Zongu is mainly 

ecological. The prevalence of certain ecological conditions enable 

them to still pursue this type of primitive method of cultivation. The 

Lepcha of Zongu cling t6 shifting cultivation not because of any 

cultural moorings but because of the constraints of nature. They 

practise slash and burn cultivation in the higher altitude fields 

where terracing or plough cultivation is practically impossible due to 

the steep incline of the land and other ecological factors. In 

Lingdo:ng there are some steep mountain slopes ·where leaving aside 

plough cultivation even walking is difficult. Presence of excess land 

in the! form of private forest and abundant r'ainfall help them to 

continue with this type of cultivation. . Again in shifting cultivation 

\ 

no manure is used but the yield is also good. This is an indication 

how provocative is the traditional Lepcha agriculture. The only 

cultural bearing that could perhaps be associated with the shifting 

cultivation is 1 there are certain varieties of buck wheat, dry rice and 

millet which are needed for ritual and could only be grown by 

shifting cultivation method. But change is even evident in this 

traditional method of cultivation. The Lepcha of Lingdong now-a-days 

do not produce dry rice and kuchungdari variety of maize in this 

method. Beside the above mentioned cereal corps, a great number of 

root c:rops are also being cultivated through shifting cultivation. 

These includes 1 tubers like sweet potato 1 yam, artichoke etc. Crop 

tendin.;r is comperatively easier for the root crops because they are 

left underground and can not be damaged by pigs and other animals. 

Presently the scientific assessment of this agricultural type 

has · c:;:J.anged from total condemnation to partial recognition of an 
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inherent ecological rationality in the system. Shifting cultivation 

makes agricultural production possible in areas of generally infertile 

soils subject to rapid depletion of plant nutrients due to low 

temperature, altitude and moisture (Bartlett 1956 ; Gouran 1956). 

Historical study indicates that shifting cultivation has been 

an early method of agricultural production in virtually all forested 

areas of the world when subsistence production supported a relatively 

sparse population. For a better understanding of the system we may 
I 

consider, how many people can be fed by the food which is and can 

be produced on the land used and available by a particular 

technology. Productivity of a system may be made in terms of all the 

land available, which include land under cultivation and production, 

land b:!mporarily out of cultivation, all form of. grassland, fallow, 

wasteland, grazing land, forest etc. 

But the system of shifting cultivation has some drawback. 

A certain length of fallow period is required to regenerate sufficient 

vegetation to maintain a slash and burn system, and given a certain 

amount· of land required to be cultivated per person per year, there 

exists an equilibrium that represents the maximum population density 

the system can . support. From this, we can suggest that if the 

populc:ltion density exceeds the critical value, the fallow period must 

be shortened. But .l).'aving shortened the fallow, land is then less 

productive and the · area under cultivation in any one . year must 

increase, which causes a further shortening of the fallow period. 

Hence, a spiral results that seemingly ends in a total disaster. But ., 

the Lepcha of Zongu are lucky in that way. They have developed 
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and are well adapted to wet cultivation in terraced fields simulta-

neously with the traditional type of cultivation. The families in 

Lingdong who are doing shifting cultivation also have permanent 

fields at their disposal and thus not solely dependent upon shifting 

cultivation. Due to the less pressure of population on land the 

pursuit of shifting cultivation is being continued in Zongu area of 

north Sikkim. In north district of Sikkim (of which Zongu is a part) 

the population density is 6 persons per sq. km., as per 1981 census. 

This shows the ehormous amount of land available for cultivation in 

north Sikkim. Moreover, in Zongu, the area of highest concentration 

of Lepcha population, the Lepcha are the only land holding community 

under the law of Sikkim .· But the Lepcha of Darjeeling, unlike their 

Sikkim counterpart, are not in a position to afford the luxury of 

shifting cultivation even on a small scale. In Darjeeling the Lepcha 

are tied in tough competition with the Nepalis for the ownership of 

land. In N assey they posses 59% of the village land and in Pagang 

it is 50% but in Lingdong 100% of land is owned by the Lepcha. The 

lands are gradually passing out of their· hand to the Nepalis in 

Darjeeling. The meagre amount of land that they posses are only 

used in wet cultivation. The situation compels the Lepcha of 

Darjeeling district to increase their production by developing the 

method of agricultural techniques. But in Zongu of Sikkim, as it was 

stated earlier, owing to high elevations and impervious nature of 

terrain and paucity of population, there is no such demand. The 

density of population in Zongu is perhaps below the minimum 

requir•:ment for a proper development of an effective agricultural 

system. 
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Division of Labour in Shifting Cultivation 

and its Social Consequences 

In hunting economy, which involves long distance travel and 

masculine strength, women cannot participate to the extent of men due 

to the universal constraints . of their being involved in child care. 

They cannot affod long absences from home and thus become auxillary 

to this type of subsistence act:i vity. 

But in 1shifting .cultivation women 1 s participation is much 

more intensj. ve at operational level than that of the men. In Lepcha 

shifting cultivation women 1 s work is in fact slow and continuous, 

evenly distributed throughout the agricultural season. The men's 

share, namely the clearing, lasts a limited time and forms no part of 

the actual process of cultivation. But in contrast with the more 

intensive agricultural system, slash and burn agriculture requires 

high level inputs to crop tending, especially weeding and watching 

the crop against wild animals. In Lepcha shifting cultivation most of 

these operations are done by women. These include sowing, weeding 

and harvesting of crops. According to White et al (1981 827), 

agricultural regimes that require medium labour inputs with no 

periods of peak demand are more compatible with the childrearing 

constr~l.ints on women 1 s activity than ·are regimes which require 

sudden mobilization of large number of people. The root. crops 

cultivated in this method can be left underground and can be 

harvested at a slow pace, since it remains protected from pests, 

animal!; and weather. 

Since the women play an important role in Lapcha shifting 
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cultivation, it can, therefore, be assumed that it will lead to 

increased degree of polygyny in Lepcha society. Iri other words the 

presence of polygyny in the Lepcha . society can be predicted as a 

consequence of its· high degree of female participation in shifting 

cultivation. Tha~ is why the incidence of polygyny is still found 

among the Lepcha of Zongu because they still practise some amount of 

·shifting cultivation- even in these days. But in Kalimporig where 

shifting cultivation cannot be practised polygyny is -rarely -found. 

Polygyny, as an, institution, had deve!loped among the Lepcha when 

they were in shifting cultivation stage possibly due to the high 

degree of women 1 s involvement. _in the productive system. 

In Zongu polygyny is practised by those· who have, sufficient 

amount of land, both under shifting cultivation as well as under 

permanent wet cultivation. This might also be ·an ihdirect effect of 

the Nepali caste system. In N.E. India where shifting cultivation is 

practised, we do not· find polygyny beca,use the influence ·of Hindu 

(Nepali) caste system :is not there. Whereas in Zongil polyandry in 

. the form of cicisbeism is present only among those who have lands 

only under .wet cultivation and when the owner can not look after his 

land and house because he is busy in other preoccupation, away from 

his fields and house_. It is observed that in Lingdong only 16 acr7s 

of land is under shifting cultivation. This land is owned by 

3 famt]ies. Two families possess 5 acres each and one family. have 

6 acres· of ·land under slash arid burn li1ethod. Out -of these families, 

two -are of p_olygynous type.- · First wif¢ of the ·third family has died 

·a few years back arid the women 1 s work. in that· family is looked after 

by thE~ grown ·up da.ughters. This observation is .also . supported-. _by 
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the information received from other villages of Zongu. 

Contemporary Agricultural System 

The physical geography of the region makes conditions for 

agriculture extremely diverse. In the hills, many of the slopes are 

so stony and precipitous that nothing can thrive except scrub jungle 
.~· 

or a occasional tree in the crevices of the rocks. Much of the hill 

land is unsuitable for cultivation of any kind, but on the more 

I 

gentle slopes the soil is often of good quality. Altitude and other 

aspects, as might be· expected, have important effects on agriculture. 

Only a small part of the district of Darjeeling and state of Sikkim 

lies above tree level but no crops are grown 9,500 feet above sea 

level owing to the· cold. Only potatoes can be grown upto that 

elevation but the upper limits of height for rice, maize and millet are 

much lower. Orange is not · grown above 8, 000 feet. Below 2, 500 feet 

much of the ground is steep and unsuitable for cultivation, the 

temperature here are too high to suit many of the crops growing in 

the colder altitudes and the result is that between 1, 000 and 2, 500 

feet there is comparatively little cultivation and most of the areas 

are under forest. The combination of warmth at lower altitudes and 

high humidity makes for rapid weed growth, leaching, and poor agri-

cultural soils. The higher altitudes slopes between 2, 500 to 5, 000 

feet are less humid, better drained and at lower temperatures the 

weeds grow more slowly, humus and weathered rock combine in better 

soils. The area around 5, 000 feet is ideal for intensive· agricultural 

practices. 
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As it was mentioned earlier that the Lepcha do not have any 

long experience of settled agriculture in terraces in comparison to 

their Nepali neighbours. They have started terraced cultivation only 

in the early part of this century. They learnt the art of terracing 

from the immigrant Nepalis. 

Agriculture among the Lepcha is a a family enterprise, 

among those who share the hearth, share in the work and harvest. 

The use of high yielding varieties of crop are not very common in 
I 

Darjeeling and Sikkim. The functional unit of production is the joint 

family, or may be refered to as the household (persons sharing a 

common cooking hearth). Goods are produced, distributed and 

consumed primarily by .the household unit, and any relevant economic 

decisions are made there. The household is ideally a patrilocal 

family under the leadership of the eldest active male. 

The major crops grown by the Lepcha in the area are 

paddy, maize, millet, potato, ginger and vegetables. The list of 

crops grown also include phaper (buck-wheat), sugarcane, wheat, 

pulses and · mustard. The wheat and mustard cultivations are, 

however, limited and are_ declining. Cash crops are cardamom, in 

Sikkim and oranges, ginger and cauliflower in Kalimpong. 

/ 
Types of Land and Soils 

Due to the undulating nature of the topography there is 

extreme~ variation in respect of soil type, altitude and moisture from 

land to land in the area. But in general in Kalimpong lands are 

classified into two broad categories, viz., sukha khet or dry land 
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(unirrigated and usually unterraced) and pani khet or wet land 

(irrig<:~ted and terraced). In Sikkim there is an additional type of 

land, i.e. cardamom land or cardamom field known as elaichi khet 

and the land used for shifting cultivation (rongdong). Sukha khet is 

mainly meant for dry cultivation, pani khet for paddy cultivation and 

cardamom lands (they may be sukha khet or pani khet) exclusively 

for ca.rdamom cultivation. Cardamom fields are mainly found as a 

privatE! enterprise only in Sikkim. No venture to cultivate cardamom 

in individual lanp is present in Kalimpong and Darjeeling. 

The Lepcha classify soils into the following four classes -

1. Farjar 

2. · Farnuk 

3. Farliang 

4. Faryear 

Stony soil 

Black soil 

Red soil 

White soil. 

The above classification is mainly based on colour and 

quality of the soil. Beside this the Lepcha: can identify and 

recognise a large number of soil types based upon the crop growing 

pattern, but in practice, circumstances force them to cultivate all 

sorts of crops in one field. They also colourfully decorate their 

house with different types of soils. The farnuk is the best type of . 

soil, h is a type of soft alluvial soil where cultivation can be done 

best. In farliang soil cultivation can also be done, but it requires 

heavy manuring to give as good a yield as in the former type of 

soil. Farjar soil is not good for cultivation. Faryear is a 'dyer 

type' of soil, used in dyeing the walls of the houses. Basically 

fertili"::y of the soil depends much on the geological formation of the 
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underlying rocks from which the soil is derived. Climate and weather 

conditi1ms are also critical factors constraining productivity in this 

Himalayan area. Since the ground is almost frozen during winter 

months, the agricultural cycle is limited to a single (summer-monsoon) 

crop. 

Methods of Cultivation 

Method of cultivation in the hills of Darjeeling and Sikkim 

vary with the crops. Land which is .not too· steep is ploughed, 

otherwise hoes are used. While terracing (with an inward slope) is a 

distinctive and important feature of Himalayan cultivation, it is not 

systematically followed as terraces have to be cut with great labour 

in the hill sides. . It is done to retain a portion of rain water. 

As it was stated earlier that. the chief food crops in dry 

cultivation (sukha khet) are maize (bhutta or makai), millet (marwa ----
or kudo) and buck-wheat (phaper), and in wet cultivation is rice. 

Money producing crops are cardamoms (for which irrigation is 

needed), potatoes, organges, ginger and vegetables. 

Tilling of land is done by ploughing except, very small 

terrace~s are not ploughed. Weeding and harvesting are generally 

done by the cultivator and his family and with the system of mutual 

help among the neighbours known as parma. This mutual labour 

exchan•;re system is called parma in Kalimpong and lobo in Sikkim. 

Both in Kalimpong and Sikkim hired daily labourers are only employed 

when .s.bsolutely necessary. Daily rates of agricultural labourers at 

present (197.9 - 81) is @ Rs. 5/- per day (with food) for male and 
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Rs. 8/- per day without food. Throughout the district of Darjeeling 

and Sikkim the agricultural labourers are mainly Nepalis. 

rare to find a Lepcha as agricultural daily labour. 

It is very 

A recent 

Government notification (1978) has fixed the minimum wages for 

agricultural labour in the Darjeeling district @ Rs. 14/- per day, but 

in practice no one follows it, it is not even known to majority of the 

villages. 

The chief implements used in cult! vation are the plough, the 

hoe or spade, the kanta, the sickle and the crowbar. A wooden 

harrow and a thick heavy beam are used in paddy fields and 

sometimes in dry cultivation to break up clade. More intensive arid 

efficient methods of cultivation are becoming popular among the 

Lepcha. While formerly a single ploughing was thought sufficient and 

no manuring was applied, now most Lepcha cultivators of Kalimpong 

in particular and ofSikkim in general plough twice, manure (organic) 

more freely and use better seeds. In Kalimpong chemical fertilizers 

are used by the Lepcha particularly in N'assey village, it is also 

used sporadically by the Lepcha cult! vators of Pagang, but it is 

rarely used by the Lepcha of Lingdong. Weeding, hoeing and 

earthing are often repeated mainly among the Nepalis and rarely . 

among the Lepcha. Men, women and children all use the hoe where 

ploughing can not be done, seeds are sometimes sown broadcast or 

dibbled in with a long stick either pointed or with an iron spike 

fixed at the end. The Lepcha are to some extent ineffective users of 

the plough and at some remote places of Zongu are sometimes seen 

turning over the soil with a rude wooden stick, a small spade or a 

spike. The comparative seclusion of fields su.rrounded by jungle is 
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congenial to their traditional culture and habits. On the other hand 

the Nepalis are the rriost assiduous cultivator leaving practically no 

part of his holding uncultivated, using his plough cattle to the 

fullest extent possible and terracing skillfully wherever it is 

feasible. The Bhatia. , another ethnic group li v:ing in the region, are 

. 
also casual cultivators like the Lepcha, perhaJ)S because they are 

descendants of pastora~ races more accustomed to grazing ; they are 

for the same reason fond of cultivation at the higher level. 

Work in the fields, whether, sowing, weeding or harvesting 

are nearly always done in large parties. These parties are made up 

partly of relations by blood or marriage, and. partly by friends. 

Since the Lepcha trace relationship back seven generations on the 

·father's side and at least three on mother's, there are always some 

relatives at hand to help in agricultural activities. Help in the 

fields is always repaid with a similar amount of labour ; for sowing 

and weeding the helpers are always given a meal with meat and chi. 

At harvesting a meal need not be given to people who volunteer their 

services, but must be given to those who are asked to. help. In 

Sikkim those.· who · help in the preparation of cardamom fields are paid 

for in money because cardamom ·.is a cash crop and not a food crop. 

Rupees 20/- is given for carrying . a maurid (about 40 kg.) of 

cardamom from Lingdong to Mangan market, a distance of. about 15 Kin. 

Economic relations are ecology based. The Lepcha fully 

realise it and they have shaped the· relationships as part of the 

adjustment. A relationship of reCiprocity and co-operation is 

specially exhibited among the Lepcha who live in the undulating 

areas ·:>f Darjeeling and Sikkim. Agricultural fields, at a higher 
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elevation gets ready . for ploughing and sowing earlier than· one at a 

lower. elevation where rain water takes more time to dry up. One 

man alone, with his pair of bullocks and plough, may not be able to 

manage ploughing and sowing of his slopy fields which get dry at a· 

rapid speed. Under such a situation, he is joined by cultivators of 

his neighbourhood or kinship sphere, who br:i,ng their respectiy~ 

ploughs and bullock to help in timely ploughing of the field. As a 

consequence, one would find a number. of ploughs operating simulta·-. 

neously on the same plot of land. The man who is helped in 

ploughing and sowing of his fields provides . food ·and drinks to all 

the helpers. With such a joint economic effort, the timely sowing is 

assured. When the field of the next man get sufficiently dried up, to 

the . extent where ploughing is possible, · the same fleet of plbughs 

would operate there too. The operation continues till the fields of all 

the mem in the. group are ploughed and sown. An economic system of 

this. kind grew out of necessity of adjustment to the typic:;al kind ·of 

terrain found there. Those involved in an operation are_ under· an 

obliQation to render help to one another. The . help remains at the 

labour level as the produce is not . shared which goes as per the 

ownership of . land. 

Rice Cultivation 

Rice occupy nearly two. third· of the cultivated area in the 

hills of Darjeeling and Sikkim. .Indian corn form· a valu.a~le staple 

_in Kalirripong and other sub-divisions of Darjeelil}g arid the state of 
.'-'" 

Sikkim-,. and ·the area :under ·it amounted· to more than three ·quarte~s-. 

of. the net cropped area at the time of • this study. ·Of the' different 
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crops the cultivators concentrate on. amen paddy mostly, · the soil 

being most suitable for the :5ame. Irrigation is essential for rice 

growing in the hills and . water has to be brought from nearby 

jhoras by flumes or pipes of bamboo or galvanised iron. Usually 

an al:tempt is made to give an ·inward slope to the terraces but that 

is not always possible. It is however required . where rice is culti-

vated, as irrigation water has to stand on ·the fields~ These rice 

terraces are quite fertile and require less mamlr"ing as · top soil from 

higher lal'ld is w,ashed down and deposited in the rice fields during 

irrigation or rainf~ll. The cultivation or rice in wet terraces is very 

recent in Lepcha life. Rice terraces for. wet p·addy was introduced at 

Lingdong, as well as in other parts of Zongu less than sixty years 
. . 

ago and in Kalimp_orig at the beginning of the · centu~y. ·Rice . terraces 

demand a certain amount of hard initial labour,_ after which . they 

acquire as -it are, -a ·capital value and once they are made, ·crop can 

be raised. on them regularly with relatively little effort. 

· It is evident that Lepchas learnt the cultivation of wet rice 

in terraced field ( thafong) fr9m the NepaHs. In Kalimpong and other 

parts of the district of Darjeeling the conversion of un-terraced field 

·(rongdom) to terraced one (thafong) was started a little before the 

b~ginni.ng of this century. But in Zongu terracing was started in 

1920s, and .even it - is continuing today. In Lihgdong and other 

:Villages: of Zohgu the - Government _ of Sikkim has - terraced some land 

free . of cost in the year 1979. It was done' to.- make. cultiva~ion of wet -

rice possij:ll~ in the relatively unused. fa1lov</ land (lukthukmapanfath) 

>5it~ated -.high up in. the hills·._ · T9 encoul:'age and ·facilitate- the growth 

of·. c_· permanent 
I . ~ • ~ 

padciy fi~lds·· -(fati:n-akJo~~!)- the :Government has 
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announced the waiving of land tax up to a period of three years 

after terracing. By this generous gesture on the part of Government, 

the amount of terraced lands in Zongu has been increasing annually. 

These terraces are scattered all over the valley, anc;I it is rare for 

two contiguous strips to belong to the same owner. In Lingdong at 

least three persons have converted their uncultivable fallow into 

terraced fields in the year 1980-81. 

Already it has been mentioned earlier ·(Chapter IV) that the 

cultiva.ble ·fields of the Lepcha are situated on the slopes of the hills 

either in the vicinity of the villages or a little far away. Though 

the physical geography of the area is not suitable for rice cultivation 

in general, because in the hills where the Lepcha live many of the 

slopes ·are stony and precipitous, but in the gentler slopes and 

terraces the soil is often fertile. Especially the terraces of the lower 

region are much more fertile than the upper ones because the minerals 

and other valuable natural fertilizers of soil accumulate at the lower 

terraces. 

Paddy is best grown from plains level upto the elevation of 

2, 500 to 5, 000 feet. In the hills of Darjeeling and .Sikkim it is 

transplanted into irrigated land (pani khet). Seeds are sown in seed 

beds ( l/6th of the area to be planted out) in April or May. Trans

plantati.on ·takes place in July or August and harvesting in November 

or at the beginning of Dec ember. The yield is very low, vary from 

240 to Lf00 kgs. per acre and 320 kgs. may be taken as the average 

in the hills although in the plains double this figure may be attained. 

The yie!ld of straw is heavy (1,000 to 1,400 kg. per acre). 
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The agricultural operation starts in the month of April - May 

or a little earlier in case of paddy cultivation, with the tilling of 

the terraced field by means of a plough (halkung). The next 

operation after plouging is harrowing which is done with· a ladder like 

frame made of bamboo or wood and at times an wooden plank is also 

used for this purpose. The whole instrument is called khuakubu and 

the wooden plank is called danta. After harrowing the field, trans

plantation ( chok-zoothiang) is done. Weeding (buk or zoobuk) is the 

next procedure followed on. The next operation is harvesting (eak). 

It is done by sickle. Then the crops are dried in the field. The 

crops are taken to the threshing ground (lam) where threshing (kuk 

or zubuck) and winnowing ( bee-kuong) are done. They store the 

grains in a wooden box called bah a which is kept at the house. 

The manure used by the Lepcha is cowdung and other 

garbages. Only the people of Nassey use a small amount of chemical 

fertili.zers like phosphate, urea etc. and that too also for cash crops 

like cauliflower, potato etc. and not for paddy. 

Comparisons of the time and labour involved in the culti

vation of a particular type of crop has been attempted to account for 

the variations in yields. Clarke (1921) compared his observations of 

the Bc:lmagai - Angoiang to those made of Kapauku by Pospisil and 

concluded that in clearing Kapauku worked 200 man- days per acre in 

the a.,;;JTicultural system as a whole whereas the Bomagai - Angoiang 

worked 165 days. Kapauku spend more time in tilling, slashing and 

fencing and less time in planting, weeding and tending the growing 

crops. However, the comparison of man-hours per acre does not 
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reflect the yield of different systems. A partially cleared, 

irregularly planted, slash and burn (shifting) field of big size may 

produc:e large tubers, or thick croppings, but the total harvest weight 

of a fully tilled and evenly planted permanent field may be much 

greater. By and large, the involvement of more man-days for a crop 

which gives more yield is a sign of more intensification of the system 

with increased production, especially when population pressure is 

felt, higher labour in-put while reducing the supply of forest 

products and dependency on animal meat. 

The output in the production of paddy in Kalimpong (village 

Nassey and Pagang) and Lingdong is different. The output of the 

production of paddy is atleast 80 to 120 kg. less per acre in Sikkim 

than it is in Kalimpong. This is because of the fact that the Lepcha 

of Sikkim take less interest in cultivation. 

In Lingdong one acre of terraced paddy field is ploughed by 

two men in one day. To level and watering (hillu) the field 4 to 5 

persons are needed for one day. At the time of transplantation 25 to 

30 pe!rsons are required because it is to be done in one day. 

Weeding is done by two persons in one day. Three persons are 

neede.cl for harvesting, it is done in two days. Then the paddy is 

carri~:d to threshing ground. 

The number of man-days requir.ed to cultivate paddy in one 

acre of land in the Zongu area of Sikkim and Kalimpong subdivision 

of Darjeeling district of West Bengal are given below. Data of Zongu 

is given from Lingdong and data of Kalimpong is given from Nassey. 
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Data of these ·two villages given below will represent the general 

trend in the respective regions (Table No. 17). 

Name of the 

TABLE NO. 17 

Labour required in Lingdong and Nassey to 

cultivate paddy in one acre of land. 

No·. of days No. of men No. of men 
Operation required required days required 

(duration) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Name of 

Li,ngdong Nassey Ling dong Nassey Lingdong Nassey 
villages 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Ploughing 1 2 2 2 2 4 

Levelling 1 2 4 4 4 8 

Transplanting 1 1 25 30 25 30 

Weeding 1 2 2 4 2 8 

Harvesting 2 2 3 3 6 6 

6 9 36 43 39 56 

Here, we can see that in Nassey to cultivate paddy in 

1 acre of land 56 man-days are required whereas in Lingdong of 

Zongu area it is only 39 man-days. This partially accounts for the 

low output of paddy in Zongu area. 

Maize (makai or bhutta) 

The next important crop of the Lepcha, after paddy, is 

definitely makai or maize. This crop grows on almost any soil at 

altitudes between 1, 000 to 7, 000 feet above sea level, Black soil 
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(farnook) suits it best as hill cultivators do not usually manure this 

crop. It does best at low elevations in sunny areas and grows quite 

will in places where rocks retain moisture. After rice, it is the 

second best staple food crop of the Lepcha and is grown on dry land 

(sukha khet). After the ground has been prepared, the seeds are 

sown in February to April, either by broadcasting, by sowing in rows 

(phali!~) or by individual planting in holes. It is harvested in July-Aug. 

After the first ploughing of the ground. levelling is done. They use 

little or no manure for the makai cultivation. The Lepcha usually 

keep the seeds at their house. Average yield of this crop is six to 

seven maund ( approx. 280 kg.) per acre. This is not a cash crop, 

they do not sell but consume it themselves. This crop is liable to 

damagE! by bears in Zongu where forest exists nearby. 

In the villages of Kalimpong the Lepcha mainly use the 

imported makai seeds from the plains but in Lingdong and other parts 

of Zor.\';ru they use the traditional variety of makai seed, called 

kungchungmu. 

Millet (marwa or kudu) ----

Millet is grown exclusively for fermenting of chi, a type of 

home b::-ewn liquor and its use as food crop is limited in the Lepcha 

society. In Lepcha the crop is called mong. At times it is 

cultivated along with maize as a mixed crop. Kudu is grown in dry 

field C'" sukha khet. Land is prepared in March/ April. Seeds are 

sown in May-June. Seedlings are prepared and transplanted to the 

main field during middle of June, and the crop is harvested in 
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October-November. It may also be transplanted in July-August so that 

the crop will be ready for harvesting by second week of December. 

Average yield of kudu both in Kalimpong and Sikkim, is 280 to 320 

kg. per acre. 

Actually the c Lepcha cultivate this crop (kudu) on s orne 

sizeable amount of land. Lands under kudu cultivation is quite 

unproductive, which has got no food value except for the preparation of 

chi. The Lepcha, have 

cultivation. Sometimes 

some fixed plots exclusively reserved for kudu 

they cultivate kudu in the interim period 

between two major crops like paddy and wheat. It is felt that had 

they cultivated food crops instead of kudu or millet, their economic 

conditi.on would have been much better. This is very much observed 

from the Nepalis and Christian Lepchas, it is not that the Nepalis or 

Christian Lepchas do not drink chi but as they have less land under 

kudu cultivation in comparison to the Buddhist Lepcha, their economic 

condition is much better.- Unlike the Buddhist Lepcha this drinking 

of chi has not become a part and parcel of life among the Christian 

Lepcha. This has been discussed under the topic of cropping pattern 

in the subsequent pages. 

·Potatoes 

During the last decade this crop is being increasingly grown 

=.s a cash crop . in many a Lepcha villages, particularly in the 

Darjeeling district. It is grown in villages as high as 7, 000 feet 

above sea level. Potato cultivation is quite widespread in all parts 

of the hill area of Kalimpong. It is grown in dry fields but requires 

heavy manuring. In some places two crops are harvested, one 
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planted in October and harvested in January and . February and the 

second planted in January or February and harvested in July. The 

success of potato cultivation depends to a great deal on the weather. 

Yields vary from 1200 to 4000 kg. per acre. To cultivate one acre of 

land 2000 kg. of manure and 400 kg. of seed potatoes are required. 

In some villages of Darjeeling it is seen that potato and maize are 

grown together in the same field. Potato seeds are sown in December 

or January. When the plants attain a height of 6 to 8 inches, maize 

seeds ·are sown in between two lines of potato plants. 
' 

Potato is 

harvested in the month of June and July, maize stand in the field 

which :is harvested in September and October. 

In Nassey cultivation of potato as a major cash crop has 

been launched recently with the assistance of Comprehensive Area 

Development Corporation ( CADC), and is gradually becoming a popular 

cash c:rop. It is observed that in Kalimpong the cultivation of potato 

as a cash crop has been taken up more by the Christian L:epcha than 

the Buddhist and it is mainly practised in the areas situated near to 

Kalimpong town. In Pagang village, as it is located a little far 

from Kalimpong town, its cultivation is not much popular as a cash 

crop and is being cultivated in a sporadic manner mainly for self 

consumption. In Zongu surprisingly potato is not cultivated (as it 

was in 1981) though the climate and soil are quite suitable for potato 

cultivation. 

Cardamom ( elaichi) 

Cardamom is grown in small clearings all over the lower 

slopes of the Tista v·alley in Sikkim, This crop is 2. valua.ble one, 



doing best at altitude from- 1, 000 tCi 5; 000 feet above sea level. The 

crop re!quires a rich soil, shade; ·-some warmth and a good supply of 

water. Fields are usually in the beds, or on the sides of streams 

and a:=e liable to destruction by floods and landslips. This crop is 

harvested from September onwards. For a new plantation seed is 

sown i::1. special seed beds and then transplanted in May or June, two 

to fou:r feet apart. It is a perennial plant and can also be 

propag3.ted by cuttings from old stemling clusters which are taken out 

in early spring. The plants need a good deal of care, and have to 

be hand-weeded thoroughly at least three times a year because buds 

and fruits come close to the ground. For the first two years the 

plant yields no crop, the plant reaches its full bearing period within 

three years and in the third year a half crop is obtained and 

thereafter for about 8 years a full· crop can be expected which 

amoun·:s to about 240 kg. or more per acre. After the end of tenth 

year the plants start to decline and become liable to blight or 

damage! by insects and new plantings have to be - made this can 

howev1~r be done on the same ground as the plant does not exhaust 

the sen. Cardamom flowers from- the middle of April to the end of 

May,· ;:J.nd a-fter September when the crop is harvested the seed pods 

are dried in -a klin and thereby are much reduced in weight. When 

the fruit is gathered the old growth is cut down and burned. The 

dried seeds are bagged and sold at prices upward of Rs. 350/- per 

maund (40 kg. = 1 maund). Prices go up when supply is short and 

sometimes reach as high as Rs. 700/- per maund in Siltkim. This is 

for th·~ year 1980-81. It is difficult to calculate the cost of culti-

vation and consequently the profit, because most of the cost of 

cultiv-=~tion is that of labour which is obtained mainly from the family. 
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Moreover, prices of the fin.ished product vary erratically. 

nonetheless a crop which can give a very high return. 

It is 

For the Lepcha cardamom is a foreign importation from 

Nepal, they always refer to it by its Nepali name - elai chi and with 

the cultivation of the plant has come a whole complex of alien belief 

and ;r-ituals. Presently in no village of Kalimpong cardamom 

pl!3-ntation is done at individual level. Only one attempt has been 

made by the Cardamom Board, Government of West Bengal, for the 

revival of cardamom Plantation in Darjeeling district at their own 

nursery·. In fact the impact of cardamom as a major cash crop is 

absent in the life of the Lepcha of Darjeeling district. But the 

picture is different in Sikkim, where plantation of cardamom as a 

cash crop has become a part and parcel of Lepcha life. In Zongu 

almost all families have some cardamom fields. In Lingdong it is 

even found that a few families have started the cultivation of 

cardamom in their permanent rice terraces by converting it into a 

cardamom field, because they found it. much more profitable to 

cultivate cardamom than rice. With the money received from sell of 

cardamom they can purchase paddy or any other cereals. 

The principal factor, which made them switch over to 

cardamom cultivation in the paddy field is 'che altitude. Because 

ev~n at high altitude cardamom gives more or less the same yield but 

other food crops like paddy, millet, maize etc. give much less yield. 

This is an example how a natural or physical phenomenon (altitude) 

influence in determining the production of a crop. 

In Lingdong and other villages of Zongu threa varieties of 
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ca~damoms are cultivated. 
I 

i 
1. I Ramna 
~----

' 

- It is the best and superior .in quality than the other 

two. It is best suited to low altitude flelds .'
3 

· Il1 the year 

i 
I 
I 
! 
I 

2.; Ramla 

1981 in Zongu one maund (40 kg.) of ramna sold for 

Rs. 480/-. 

It is the second best to ~~ in. quality:~,,. It .can even 

be grown in the high aititude fields. 

3. Ramsey 

f 

- Qualit~tively it is ranked last and always· sells twenty 

rupees per maund less than the previous two v:arieties. 

The Lepcha of Zongu sell their cardamom to the marwari 

I 
traders and businessmen, locally called kanya. The Leg,eha of ·zongu 

I 
dd not pay any land tax ·_for· the land under· cardamom· cultivation • . I 

: 
But the traders who buy cardamom have to pay a· toll qf Rs. 20/- per 

! . 
mb.und at the border· when they take the. cardamom out _of- ,Sikkim. But 

f. . . 

i~ fact the shrewd marwari ·businessmen always deduct;;:this toll tax • 
!", 

. i 

frpm the price. paid. to the cultivator. 
f 
i 
! 
i 

O~ange 
; 

i In Kalimpong about fifty years ago the orange groves. began 
I 

to; die out and at present there is practically no orange in · Kalimpong. 
l 

I , , . 
· Izt Darjeeling di~trict .. orange is grown only in · Kurseong and Sadar 

I 

sJbdivisions, . I. . .. but not ·in· Kaliri:tpong subdivision ·.where more than Lf5% 

ofi. its Lepcha populatl.on resides. 
~:-:·p~·: 

This destruction of · orange groves 
·-~ : . . . 

'.-. ": {j'~·:. ~ l 
i 

iri ., Kalimpo?g. sub ~i vision is probaJ5ly · . due to some -unknown-

i-
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geo-morphological reasons. At Nassey only about two generations ago 

orange was profusely grow:LJ. and a ·part of Lepcha economy depended 

up'on orange plantation. When all of a sudden ·orange plants started 

to decline in Kalimpong, the cash economy of the Lepc):la received a 

jolt. 

(.:: 

In Sikkim, the Lepcha of Zongu used to grow orange since 

tirpe immemorial but the monetary value of the crop wa~Tnot known to 

th~m until! recently. 
1 I 

Only after 1978 they have s£-~rted selling 

or?-nges. Before that the entire produce was consumed or freely 

di~tributed. 

The market price of 100 oranges was Rs. 10/- ln Sikkim in 

I 

1981. Orange plantation is highly profitable and in Zongu it has 

expande6 considerably in the recent years. About 90 percent of the 

output is exported. Two varieties of local Sikkim orange are grown -
· ••. J-.. 

one of small tight skinned variety and the other a .loose skinned, 

latge and softer kind. Rich black soil is required and an elevation 

of between 2, 000 ft. and 4, 000 ft. above sea level. ,_ . The crop is 
., 

hS:rvested from November to January. Seedlings, brougJ:l_k from outside 
~:\ 

of; Zongu are transplanted in May and June, 14 to 18 feet apart. 
. .·.-:·:·~,': ; . 

Ab'out 200 seedlings are required per acre,. About 8 years are 
I 

required before the trees begin to bear fruit and they continue to 

gi ye a. good . crop for 25 years or so. The trees grow upto 15 · to 20 

feet and out turn per tree is from 800 to 1, 000 oranges annually. 

Cauliflower 

Cauli!lower is a highly profitable cash . crop.· To cultivate 

cauliflower (riburu) in one acre land, seeds of Rs. 10/;:;•-· are needed ; 
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the outturn is 20 maund and is sold at @ Rs. 80/- per maund 

(1. maund = 40 kg.). This is a winter crop, which is :grown between 

fir:st week of October to last week of December. The· cultivation of 

' cauliflower needs intensive care especially the weeding is of utmost 

importance. The cauliflower is only grown at Nassey and a few other 

ad:j acnt villages near Kalimpong town. In Pagang village which is 

situated far away from the Kalimpong town, cauliflowe~\Ior any other 

form of cash crop is not cultivated on commercial basis. It is 

becuase of the fact that the market is far away and regular trans-

portation is not available, so that the villagers can riot bring their 

pr,oduces to the market. 

At Nassey for the cultivation of cash crops, the Lepcha get 

help from various Government agencies like Comprehensive Area 

Development Corporation (C.A.D.C.) etc. in the form of cash or in 

kinds (seeds, manure). It is evident that those who have adopted 

the cultivation of cash crops, are economically in a better position 

than the others. 

In Zongu though the cultivation of orange has started on a 

commercial basis but the general picture of the orange plantation in 

Zongu is not at all encouraging. Except cardamom, . the Lepcha of 
,.·-
,_,·_:; 

Zongu are not particularly interested in growing other ~ash crops like 

o;-ange, ginger etc. because these are perishable products and can 

not be stored and also need quick transportation to the market in 

the plains. During the rainy season, the roads ~e~ blocked due to 

landslides. 

If we compare the technology of production employed in the 
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process of cultivation among the Lepcha of Zongu and the Lepcha of 

Kalimpong, we will see that the agricultural practices are much more 

intensified in Kalimpong. Most intensification is found :}n Nassey and 

least in Ling dong, inbetween stands Pagang. By· intensification of 

agricultural practice I mean the following 

1. Field with defined boundary with fence to keep away 

livestock. 

2 .. Preparation of ground by intensive tilling, ploughing, 

ridging as well as rotation of crop and livestock foraging. 

3. Irrigating the field by terracing, drainage, trenching, 

diverting streams and waterways and transplanting. 

4; Use of more manure, cowdung for food crops and chemical 

fertilizers for cash crop, applying organic fertilizers. 

5. Proper crop care and tending, weeding, pest control. 

The increase of production may result from c,ultivating more 

land or from increasing the yield by changing the agricultural 

techniques to grow more on the same land. There is a close 

relationship between the density of population - a result of population 

growth at some time in the past and the intensity ·of agricultural 

practices. Obviously more intensified agriculture is being practised 

in Kalimpong area as population density is more there. The 

population density of north district of Sikkim of which Zongu is ·a 

part is 6 persons per sq. km. 

•:,-·, 
~ ...... -\. 
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! 

·Agricultural Transformation and ·Some Related Factors -.: .. · 

An examination of · the . Lepcha agrlcultur_al subsistence 
I 

ecpnorl!y re,veals that withi11 a . very short pe_riod . it .h·;;l.4 · undergone a 
. ':l~:·:·' 

rapid transformation from hunting gathe:drig: sta~~- to plough 
' .. .::,· 

C1.htivation, in wet terraces, Via an ·interim phase Of Shifting 
i 
I 

cultivation, and finally to cash crop economy of cardamom, oranges 

and cauliflower 'etc. 
.··::· 

Each of these stages 'has brought, in its tra:in, . some social 
"I. 

i· " cc;:msequences. Conflict of choice in ·the economic pursuits developed 

i 

dpring these interim periods of transformations. All socio-cultural 
i 

c~anges are usually initiated by the i11dividuals. The:•stimulus _for a 
' . . . 

n 1ew idea or a new behaviour is consequently . alway's' specific to a 
I . 

. • 
!. g_1ven individual. Sometimes, however, it is generalised so that it 
I . 
I .. 

~ears upon several individuals, or it becomes .more 
·-·~~\:~: 

intensive or 
__ , __ --, 

r:ecurrent so that it affects some individuals .. mot:e acutely than it does 
j 

others. 

This agricultural transformation in the case of the Lepcha of 

Kalimpong' and other· places of Darjeeling district took place long ago 

. . 

and no informant . is avail.able to narrate the· situati(;ln. But in the 
1 .. · 
~ase of t}'le L!3pcha ·of Zongu, north· Sikkim~ this transformation 

9ccured not . very long back ·and some information are available. 

. i In . Zongu; _in 1930's, only two or three families who.· had 

· ~~nd in the 1ower ;,river valley had begun to. cultivate· wet rice ·with 
·J 

I 
'plqugh. 

.;··.-·. .,;;;,, 

'At that tl.me. _settled agricuit~re did· riot· ·make much headway 
-· ;;- . ---

I. !J_::-p_ •. . 

;and as stated earlier was purely a result ·of. ·N'Eip'ali dt;(julturation. 
i - - ~ . -· . 
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During the initial . phase of chq.nge over ' :Jrom shifting· 

cultivation to settled agriculture, it was not only learning and 

relearning ·of new techniques, . but also has . meant a triangular 

conflict in most of the families. A · case study is given for 

illustration. The story was collected from one very Old informant of 

Lingdong village 6f Zongu. His name is Takdung Lepcha • 

. In 1938 one Lepcha youngman as he was at that .ttme wanted 
_:/-·· 

to extend the area· of wet -plough cultivation of ·rice .by reducing the 

' area undei · slash . and burn - cultivation. But his father was not· 

agreeable.- At that time plenty of- land_ was available, the problem 
:"· 

w_as not of space -but of capital. Both dry and wet j:_ice c1.11ti v a tion 

seasons f,all almost at the same time. During the cultivation of either 

types they required to _ engage outside- labour for a __ - few days. As 

- they did not have enough cash to engage labour on wa"ge basis, they 
- . . . . '. 

decided to; engage labour on_ parma basis (mutual exchange system), 

but even in that case they required to entertain the · labourers with 

chi (liquor) and food. But they did not have enough kudu (millet) 

in stock to prepare - chi for _the workers for _ both types of crops. 

Moreover a ·tremendous- amount of labour was necessary to convert the 
. -

grounds into terraced _ field~ ·The father did not si.l,ccumb to the_ 

pressure of the son. The mother·_ was also against the, son. She was 

not familier with the practices associated with settled- agriculture and . 

she felt - that the extension of the same _ would render ;{~er useless . in 

the·_ family, she was also under impression ~hat ,p__:j:y rice was 

indispensable for -the various .ceremonies and rituals.. _Uitimately, the 

son--borrowed- some money from the marwari money-lend,~r. on condition 

th_at he would repay the debt _by cardamom whem - season- comes . and 
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extended the areas of se_ttled -cultivation independently with the help of 

the Nepalis as wage labourers. On .seeing his success gradually a 

few more families in ·the next year also_ brought ·their grounds ·under 

wet . rice agriculture by building new terraces. 

Now-a-days, .cardamom has become very import~:mt in the life 

of the Lepcha of Zongu . as a major cash crop. The; _production of 
i;. ~. 

-. 
cash or . money crops· -. are no ·doubt a :definite social 

change. Througp · the . production of cash crop the ' ·self-contained 

subsistence economy of the Lepcha came in contact with the market 
,•,_ 

' 
economy. As· stated .ear~ier, cardamom is a foreign importation from 

Nepal, a result of Nepali accultur.ation. Cardamom. is . exclusively 

produced as a cash t:rop in Zongu and other· parts of north Sikkim. 

As a · indirect · effect of ·cash cropping, the attribution of some taboos 

On .WOmenS I ~CtiVity .attached ~0 Cardamom CUltivation deteriorated the 

status of women in 'Lepcha society. Cardamom, . as . an effect of a 

Nepali Hindu CiCCulturatiori brought many alien b$He'f -·~nci practices 

quite unknown to the .. Lepcha women _which ·made them les_s important in 

the · new era of cash economy. Previously . there W;~_s_ no ·ban on 
-'~ ~ ~ 

. menstru~ting ,women from participating in agricultu~al q~eration. · But 

. the essential Nepali Hinciu idea that the . smell of th~--:. menstruating 

women would · spoil the cardamom flower's, prevents_: the ·· ·Lepcha women. 

from participating .in cardamom production. .The very J,_(:iea of women 

being essentially unclean was due to accuituratlon with the Nepalis, 

otherwise . the menstruating worrien were not segregated· in agricultural 
' . 

· acti vit:les: 

After. the · iritrpduction of cash. crops ·and· ·money ec:onomy, the 
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prevalence of nuclear families is on the rise. Where income is 

primarily for direct consumption, the joint family stores its produce 

in one unit and uses it when needed. But when a '·large part of 

income is in cash, its joint use becomes complicated, and it is a fact 

that· a number of joint families have divided because of ·quarrels over 

the deposition of cash income. This is why the number- of nuclear 

family is more than the joint family among the. present ·:_day Lepcha. 

Land 

Since agriculture is the basis of livelihood among the 

Lepcha of Darjeeling and Sikkim, land is of utmost importance. There 

is a popular Lepcha song concerning a hero who · foug~t: to death 

rather than to lose the land which was rightfully_ "h.:i.s. Cultivable 

land is categorized by the villagers in several ways relevant to its 

productivity. Probably the most important distinction is between land 

which is irrigated and that which is not. 

village Pagang and Nassey are of irrigated ·type. Land in lower 

lying areas is often irrigated. With small exceptions, generally the 

.''/: .. : . .' 
land is considered to be the property of the householder in whose 

name the house is registered and who is responsible for the payment 

of taxes. According to the Lepcha traditional custpm, land can only 

be owned by men, in the event of a woman or a g.:f,oup of women 

(usually co-wives) being left sole possessors of a prop~pty, they must 

acquir-e, either by marriage or by adoption, a male who can inherit 

the property. But today even a woman, who does not have any male 

member to look after, can have land in her name. 
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Nassey Village 

Total cultivable land in the village N assey is . 142 acres, of 

which 34 acres are sukha khet and 108 acres are pani khet. Roughly 

84 acres belong to the Lepcha community ; 54 acres tq the Nepalis ; 

4 acres to a Muslim family. Out of total cultivable land of 142 acres, 

59.16 per cent belong to the Lepcha and 38.02 per cent ·owned by the 

Nepalis, the rest of the land belong to the Muslim family. 

Population and landholdings of various communities of 

Nassey village is given in the following table. 

Community 

TABLE NO. 18 

Landholding by communities 

in Nassey 

Family Percentage Landholding 
in acre 

Percentage 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
1 2 3 4 5 

Lepcha 34 58.62 84 <::.:: 59.16 

Nepali 23 39.66 54 38.02 

Muslim 1 1. 72 4 2.82 

-----·------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 58 100.00 142 100.00 

The families living in the village Nassey do not own same 

amount of land, it varies from family to family. · The pattern of land 

holding among the various communities in the Nassey village is given 

in the following table (No. 19). 
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TABLE NO. 19 

Landholding pattern in Nassey 

Community Number of :families and land h~ldirtgs (in acres) 

1 

Lepcha 

Nepali 

Muslim 

Total 

Land 
less 

2 

2 

8 

10 

Below 
1 

3 

7 

6 

13 

... 

1 to 3 5 to 8 

4 5 6 

9 4 12 

5 4 

1 

14 9 12 

From· the above table it is seen that 2 Lepi:ha (5.8%) and 

8 Nep'ali (34.7%) families do not have any land • 7 Lepcha (20 .S%) 

. and 6 Nepali ( 26%) families possess land below ·one acre. 9 Lep·cha 

. . : \'~:.:::' 
(26.4%) and 5 Nelpali (21.7%) families have land betweel1.'1 to 3 acre • 

.• -.·· 

4 Lepcha (11.7%), 4 Nepali (17.3%) and 1 Musli_m (lOO%) families 

possess land · between 3 to 5 acre. · 12 ( 36.6%) Lepcha families only 

own land between 5 to 8 acre. From the table (No~: -19) it may be 
,· 

said that among the Lepcha of Nassey, 20 (58.6%) families have land 

upto 5 acre.s and may be called small farmers, 12 (36. 6%) families. 

have land in the . range from 5 to 8 acres and may be called medium 

farmers, large farmers may be called who have land above 12 acres. 

This classification of small, . medium and large farmers have been 

.made keeping in . mind the special condition prevaili.lJ.~ in the hill 

·area and level· of production. 
.. ~ 

·. ;,,:< 
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PagaJ;J.q· Village 

Total cultivable land of the Pagang village "is 318 acres, 

out of whiCh 16 acres belong to the monastery and 302 acres belong to 

the individual families. Out of these 302 acres of land 52 acres are 

sukha khet and 250 acres are pani khet. 50.34 percent of the land 

belong to the Lepcha, 19.86 per cent belong to . the N ep alis. 

22.36 percent land belong to the Bhatia. Though the Lepcha are the 

major landholding group but they are gradually loosing . their land to 

the neighbouring communities, especially to the Nepalis. It is 

interesting to note that the Lepcha lands are being passed ·out mainly 

to the Nepalis but not to the Bhatia. The various factors responsible for 

it will be discussed later. 

Population and landholding of various communities of Pagang 

village is given in table No. 20. 
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The pattern of land holding among the various communities 

in the village Pagang is given in table No. 21. Here also the 

Lepcha constitute the major landholding community. Next to them are 

the Bhatia. Nepalis are relatively new comer in tl}ls tract and 

possess much less land tl).an the other two communities •. 

TABLE NO. 21 

Landholding pattern in Pagang (in acres) ·. 

Community Number of families and land holdings 

Land Below 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 8 8 to 12 
less 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Lepcha. 8 16 19 5 2 

Nepali 2 6 4 3 1 

Bhatia 5 8 6 

Total 2 
'f· 

14 25 30 12 
,h: 

2 

From the above table it is seen that no Lepcha or Bhatia 

family is landless in the Pagang village. Only 2 Nepali (12 .5%) 

families are landless. 8 Lepcha (16%) and 6 Nepali (37.5%) families 

have land below one acre. No Bhatia family has land below one 

acre ; 16 Lepcha (32%), 4 Nepali (25%), and 5 Bhatia (26.4%) families 

possess land between 1 to 3 acres. 19 Lepch~ (38%), 3·Nepali (18.7%) 

and 8 Bhatia (42.2%) families have land between 3 to 5 acre. 

5 Lepcha (10%), 1 Nepali (6.2%) and 6 Bhatia (31.5%) families own 

land between 5 to 8 acre. Only 2 Lepcha (4%) families possess land 

above 13 acres. 
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Here in Pagang 43 ( 86. 0%) of the Lepcha families have land 

up to 5 acres and may be termed as small farmers ; 7 ( 14.0%) families 

have land in the range of 5 to 12 acres and may be , called medium 

farmers. 

In Pagang, land being the main form of capital is owned by 

the family units. But besides family, there are about 16 acres of 

land owned by a monastery, known as 1 Rishi Gumpha' • ~This monastic 

land is cultivated by the Nepali share-cropper. 

Lingdong village ··· 

In Lingd ong and other villages of the Zongu the picture is 

completely different. The main problem here is the lack of proper 

measure of land because no proper land survey has been· done in 

Sikkim since it was ruled by a native Prince till 1975. This caused 

a tremendous methodological problem at the time of collecting· data on 

land. In Zongu upto 1981 the land is measured not in terms of acre 

or: bigha etc. But in the traditional old 1 mana-patty 1 system. It is 

based on the amount of seed required to cultivate- a plot of land. 
'}~· 

Here a';rain seeds of different crops varies in amount. Again the 

measurement of cardamom fields depend on its production, and not on 

the area. Areas of orange gardens also depend on the. production of 

fr1J.itS. 

While collecting data on land holdings I put a simple 

question to a Lepcha of Lingdong. How much land do )(OU possess ? 

The re!ply was, 5 patty sukha khet, 4 patty pani khet, 6 maund 

caTdamom, 500 oranges and so on. The measurement of· land in acre 
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or bigha is alien to them. In Zongu the Lepcha are the only land 

holding community, no one other than a pure bloode't:i Lepcha is 

allowed to buy land in Zongu. It is observed that only the families 

with small holding and big holding are interested in orange 

cultivation. Families having meagre amount of land cultivate orange 

because at the end of the season they run short of food crops and by 

selling orange they get some cash and purchase cereals. But the big 

land owners grow orange in their excess land in a m.ost reluctant 

manner. Orange is grown in dry field. 

Conversion into Acreage 

As said earlier, the Lepcha of Zongu did not have any 
cf:· 

modern method of land measurement till 1981, they still follow the 
·: .. ····· 

traditional r mana patty r system. It is based on the amount of seed 

required to cultivate a particular stretch of land. In 8 manas 

become 1 patty, 1 patty is weighed approximately 3 to 4 kgs. of 

seeds, depending upon the nature of seed. Generally 2 patty seed is 

required to cultivate one acre of land. This is applicable for paddy 

and millet cultivation. The situation has become further ambiguous 

for cardamom cultivation. It is also stated in terms of production, 

i.e., 2 or 3 maunds of cardamom or so. Cardamom is.grown in two 

or three different types of land, each having its different level of 

production. Say for instance, 5 maunds ( 200 kg.) of cardamom can 

be produced in 3 acres of land if it is good, or in 7 ,,:;,_~ven 8 acres 

of land, if it is not so good. But on an average to produce 

2 maunds (80. kg.) of cardamom, 3 acres of land is requi.red. 
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However, an attempt has been made to convert this 

traditional 1 mana patty 1 system into modern acreage. The result of 

which is given in the following table. In Lingdong the total 

cultivable land is about 366 acres, out of which 99 acres sukha khet, 

167 acres pani khet and 100 acres cardamom field. So in Lingdong 

about 28% of the total land is under cardamom cultivation. All the 

land· is owned by the Lepcha. Nepalis do not own any land, they 

cultivate the lands as a tenant. . Out of 99 acres of sukha khet only 

about 16 acres are used for shifting cultivation. Orange trees are 

planted in the sukha khet skirting the land. 

TABLE NO. 22 

Land holding by communities in Lingdong 

Community Family Percentage Landholding Percentage 
in acre 

1 2 3 4 5 

Lecpha 29 70.74 366 100.00 

Nepali 12 29.26 '·' :.: 

Total 41 100.00 366 100.00 

From the above table it is seen that all the land of the 

village Ling dong is owned by the Lepcha. The land temporarily held 

and cultivated by the Nepalis is not owned by them. Out of 366 acres 

of arable land in Lingdong only about 16 acres are .under slash and 

burn method of cultivation. This land is owned by 3 families. Two 

.famiEes have 5 acres each and one has 6 acres. 
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TABLE NO. 23 

Land holding pattern in Lingdong (in acres) 

Community Number of families and Land holdings 

Land Below 1 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 8 8 to 12 above 
less 1 12 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Lepcha 2 2 8 7 10 

Nepali 12 -

Total 12 2 2 8 7 10 

From the above table it is seen that all the 12 Nepali 

families are landless. No Lepcha family have land below 1 acre, 

2 (6 .. 8%) of the Lepcha families have land between 1 to 3 acre, 

2 ( 6. 9%) have land between 3 to 5 acres, 8 ( 27.6%) of the Lepcha 

families have land between 5 to 8 acres, 7 (24.2%) of the families 

have land between 8 to 12 acres and 10 ( 34.4%) of the Lepcha families 

have land above 12 acres. In Lingdong the Lepcha own big 

holdings. Among the Lepcha 4 ( 13.81%) families hav,e land up to 5 

acres and may be called small farmers ; 15 (51.8%) families have land 

in the range of 5 to 12 acres and may be called medium farmers ; 

10 (34.4%) families have land above 12 acres and may )?e called large 

farmers. A comparison of the land holding sizes among the Lepcha of 

the three villages is given below :-

Table ... 
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TABLE NO. 24 

Comparative land holding categories (in acres) 

Village Landless Small Medium Large 
Farmer Farmer Farmer 

(upto 5) (5 to 12) (above 12) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Nassey 2 20 12 

Pagang 43 7 

Ling dong 4 15 ., 10 

Total 2 67 34 10 

From the above table it is seen that small farmers are more 

among the Lepcha in Kalimpong whereas medium and large farmers are 

more in Zongu. 

Land Tenure System V 

Land tenure is the set of rules regulating the use and 

ownership of land. One of the most important aspects of society's 

relation to env~ronment is the way in which resources are allocated 

among the producing units, which has already been discussed in the 

preceeding pages. Thus, the allocation of land resol.;l.rces for agri-

cultural purposes i.s a major facet of organization which people impose 

on the space around them. Land tenure system is a combination of 

land tenancy, land labour management, taxes and tran§ifer of land etc . 

. r· .... 
.•.. 

Traditionally the Lepcha had little or no pressure on land 

and forest resources, access to land depended only upon one's 
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remair.ing on good terms with his neighbours. 

In most of the cases the later migrants like Nepalis got the 

land from the Lepcha owner as a share cropper or through some other 

varieties of tenancy. Subsequently with the help of their multiple 

choice of occupation they accumulated wealth and ultimately purchased 

the land from the poor Lepcha owner. At present though there is a 

law that no tribal land can be transferred to non-tribals, this is 
r·" 

insufficient to protect the Lepcha land because, the Bhatia, who are 

'~ -
also tribal, can purchase land from the Lepcha. Again the Lepcha 

girls are g.etting married to the Nepalis who then purchase land in 

the name of their tribal wives. But as stated earlier, no other 

ethnic group other than the Lepcha are allowed tci purchase land in 

Zongu. Even the Bhatia are also not permitted. In Zongu thus no 

case of the transfer of Lepcha land has been reported. But in 

Kalimpong and other areas of Darjeeling district a number of cases of 

transfer of Lepcha land have been reported in the recent years. The 

transfer of land through means other than inheritance may be effected 

through sale, mortgage, receiving back mortgaged land and gift. 

With a few exception of gift most of the transfers were. by sale and 

mortgage. 

There are many reasons for sale and mortg:.age of land ; 

some of them are ; (i) when the death of one or more of the working 

members of the family reduces the family to a small size, it may rent 

out pctrt of its holding. Renting, however, decreases the profits, and 

through letting out the land a small family may become poor and 

eventually have to mortgage at least a portion of its land 

..... ~- : .. 
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(ii) sometimes the inability of a poor Lepcha fainily to marry off its 

sons force selling of lands or at least a part of .it anq:, (iii) som~times 

to meet up the high demand of rituals connecting. with rites of 

passage, specially the Buddhist Lepchas are mostly af{!=cted. To save 

their last penny from the highly expensive and compulsive Buddhist 

rituals, many a Lepcha peasants of Nassey and Pagang villages of 

Kalimpong have converted themselves into Christianity. 

Most of the Lepcha inherited their lands from their 

I 

forefathers. In all the villages of Darjeeling and Sikkim, the official 

tax collector is Mondal, who collects revenue taxes on behalf of the· 

Government. Though the Mondals are appointed by the Government 

their names are proposed by the respective village panchayats. In 

olden days the Mondals used to enjoy some political power and 

authority in the traditional village panchayat, now they have been 

reduced to the status of a mere tax collector. In ,West Bengal the 

present L-z:ft Front Government has made land tax free ;~~pta 3 acres for 

arable land. Those who possess land in excess of 3 acres are to pay 

tax @ Rs. 5/- per acre. In Zongu of Sikkim the tax is @ Rs. 1/- per 

patty. Lands under cardamom cultivation is absolutely tax free in 

Sikkim. The M ondals do not get any fixed salary but get a 

commission of 5% over the collected tax. In Lingt,:long and other 

villaqes of Zongu the M ondal is also an ex-officio · member of the 

statutory village panchayat. 

Agrarian Class Structure/ 

The agrarian classes and labour management in the hills of 

Darje!eling and Sikkim are of various types ·depending upon the 
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situation. These are non-cultivating land owner, owner cultivator, 

absentee land lord, owner cultivator-cum-share-cropper, share cropper, 

share cropper-cum-agricultural labourer and agricultural labourer. 

The classification is done mainly on the basis of the primary 

occupation of the families. 

The agrarian class structure of the village. Nassey based on 

the existing ·land tenure system is shown in table No. 25 (Next page). 

Non-cultivating land owner cultivates his land by hired 
' . 

. ~ . 
labour or by share-cropper with full control over the production 

system but the absentee land lords on the other hand fully depend on 

the share-cropper ; he does not stay in · the village. 

From table No. 25 it is seen that among the 34 Lepcha 

families, 2 (5.88%) are non-cultivating land owner, 13 (38.24%) are 

owner cultivator, 15 ( 44.12%) are owner cult! vator-cum-share cropper, 

4 (11.76%) are share cropper. Among the 23 Nepali families, 

3 (13.04%) are owner cultivator, 8 (34.79%) are owner cultivator-cum-

share-cropper, 6 (26.09%) are share cropper, 3 (13.04%) are share-

cropper-cum -agricultural labourer and 3 ( 13.04%) are agricultural 

labourer. The only one Muslim family is an owner. cultivator. It is 

interesting to note that no Lepcha family is ·doing agricultural labour 

work in N assey. 

Table No. 26'. gives the agrarian class · structtite! · of Pagang 
'·. 

based on the existing land tenure system. 

Tables ... 

., 
·' 
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TABLE NO. 25 

Agrarian class structure of N assey 

Community .Total No. Non-cultivating Owner Owner culti- Share Share cropper Agricul.;.. 
family la.nd owner culti- vator cum cropper cum Agricul- . _ tural 

vator share cropper tural labourer: labourer 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Lepcha 34 2 13 15 4 
(5.88) (38.24) (44.12) (11. 76) 

Nepali 23 - 3 8 6 3 3 
(13.04) (34.79) (26.09) (13.04) (13.04) 

Muslim 1 - 1 
(100.00) 1-" 

1\l 
(.oJ 

(Figures in the parentheses show percentage) 



TABLE NO. 26 

Agrarian class structure of Pagang 

Community Total No. Absentee Non-cultivating Owner Owner Share Share cropper Agri-
of families landlord land owner cultivator cultivator- cropper cum Agricul- cultural 

cum share tural labourer 
cropper labourer 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Lepcha 50 3 6 16 18 4 3 
(6.00) (12.00) (32.00) (36.00) (8.00) (6.00) 

""' t\l .;-. . 
Nepali 16 - - 2 4 5 2 3 

(12.50) (25.00) (31.25) (12.50) (18.75) 

Bhatia 19 2 3 . 8 6 
(10.54) (15.78) (42.10) (31.58) 

'·~ ~ ~: ~- :--::, ., (Figures in the Parentheses show. percentage) 

i 
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From the table No. 26 it is seen that among ·the 50 Lepcha 

families of the village, 3 (6%) are absentee landlord:; 6 (12%) are 

non-cultivating land owner, 16 (32%) are owner cultivator, 18 (36%) 

families are owner cultivator-cum-share-cropper, 4 (8%) families are 

share-cropper, 3 (6%) families are share-cropper-cum-agricultural 

labourer, there is no family which depends on total agricultural 

labourer in the village Pagang among the Lepcha. 

Among the 16 Nepali families, 2 (12.50%) families are owner 

cultivator, 4 (25%) families are owner cultivator-cum-share-cropper, 

5 (31.25%) families are share-cropper, 2 (12.50%) families are 

share-cropper-cum-agricultural labourer and 3 (18. 75%) families are 

agricultural labourer. 

Among the 19 Bhatia families of the village, 2 (10.54%) 

families are absentee land lord, 3 (15. 78%) families are non-cultivating 

land owner, 8 (42.10%) families are owner cultivator, 6 (31.58%) families 

are owner-cultivator-cum-share-cropper. No Bhatia family is doing 

sh.are-cropping or agricultural labour. 

In the villages of Nassey and Pagang the reason for the 

families to become non-cultivating land owner is that, the male 

member are old aged and some active male members of the family had 

gone to Sikkim as school teachers and other members of the household 

are indolent to till the soil. 3 families of Pagang village recently 

started share-cropping and worked as agricultural labourer because 

they had lost their ·arable land in the land slide and: soil erosion ; 

the land they are holding at present are fallow and· unsuitable for 

cultivation. 
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In th·e Lingdong village of Zongu it is found· ,that ."there are 

only four classes in the agrarian system. These are, (1) non-

cultivating land owner ; (2) non-cultivating cum ·cultivating larid 

owner ; (3) cultivating land owner and (4) ·share cropper. The 

Lepcha belong to the first three categories. The Nepalis exclusively 

belong ·to the class df share-croppers since they .are riot permitted to 

own land in Zongu. The class of agricultural laboure:I: · is absent in 

Lirtgdong village because the Lepcha .either 'c-ultivate their own land 

or they let out their excess land to the Nepalis on share-cropping 

basis .. Here the Nepalis become tenant.· While cultivating their own· 

·land the· Lepcha of Lingdong usually do not employ the Nepalis as 

agricultural dally labourers instead · they seek the help of the fellow 

Lepchas on lobo basis whenever they require it. 

But . when . the Lepcha ·feel it necessary to· employ agricultural 

daily labourer in the field, they engage hired labourer brought from 

outside of Zongu who obtain ·a daily work permit, come for work and 

return to Mangan in ·the .evening. They do not live in the village 

and hence are not included in the agrarian class ___ . structure of 
.' .. · 

Ling dong. 

As told earlier the cultivable land •· in Lingdong under 
.i.t: .. 

contemporary system can be classified into three categories, viz .. , 

(1) paddy land ; ( 2) cardamom fields and ( 3) or~nge plantation. The 
·:.•' 

Lepcha, as they possess large amount of land, ·are only interested · to 

let out the. paddy fields to the Nepali tenants on . various terms and 

condit~ons. But the Lepcha usually do not let out · the cardamo~ 

fields or orange gardens to any .... 

. ; 

i 
.I 
I 

;! 
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·Nepali because cardamom and oranges are readily saleable cash 

crops. Also cardamom and orange requires less tending once they are 

planted. 

Agrarian class structure of Lingdong. village/ based on the 

e~isting land tenure· system is given in table No.· 27~ 

Community• 

1 

Lepcha 

TABLE NO. 27 

~grarian class structure of Lingdong 

Total No. 
of family 

2 

29 

12 

Non Culti;; 
land owner 

3 

7 
(24.14) 

Non CultL. 
cum 

land owner 

4 

18 
(62 .• 07) 

Cultii 
land•· 
owner 

s 

4 
(13.:79) 

(Figures in the parentheses show percentage} 

Share 
cropper 

6 

12 
(100.00) 

It is seen th.::,.t· among the 29 Lepcha · families·. of the village 

Lirigdong, · 7 (24.14%) families are non-cultivating land owner, 

18 (62. 07%) families are non-cultivating-cum-cultivating land owner, 

' 4 (13.79%) families are cultivating-land owner. In Lingdong there is 
.r.:'; 

no share-cropper family among the Lepcha. All the Nepali families of 
• 

Lingdong are share "i:rbpper. 

The families that come under the category of ·non-cultivating . 

cum-cultivating type in Lingdong generally keep within themselves 
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some portion of their cultivable land, usually the card.amom fields 

and orange groves a:nd. some paddy fields and the rerh~ining portion 

of their lan<;l. they let out, 'to the Nepalis on share cropping basis. 

The Lepcha never let out the land under shifting cuiti vation. The 

Nepalis in Sikkim do. not practise slash and burn cultiv~tion. 

Social Organization of Production 

The organizational forces behind the 'productive system . in 

' . ' the Lepcha villages of Darjeeling and Sikkim are common. There are 

four types . of . system prevailing in the area ( 1) Self cultivation - in 

this system ~he land is cultivated by the owner himself· with the help 

of his family members (2) Adhiar or pakhure (share cropper) 

production under this system is divided.'. on a fifty - fifty basis 
-:-. 
!: . 

between the land lord and the tenant after the seeds required for the 

next crop is set aside (3) Kuth (contractual· .system) - under this 

system the tenant enters into a contract with the· Lepcha land lord 

which obliges. him to pay a specified amount . of crop ·irrespective of 

the amount of yield (4) Parma or lobo (system of exchange of 

labour) - in this system mutual exchange of labour takes place. One 

has ·to work in other's field voluntarily, in ·return he must expect, 

that the person will also work in his field in return when required.· 

A person while cultivating his field gets physical· assi.s.tance in the 

form of labour from his neighbours free of cost, only h.e . has to treat 

them with food and · drinks, in lieu of it he als.o does work in the 

neighbours field on isimilar terms. This is undoubtedly a very 

effecti're instrument .. to ·decrease the cost of production where the 

Lepcha do not have to depend on hired labour. 
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In the foregoing pages an attempt has been made to show 

the differential pattern of distribution of the most important resource, 

the land, in the three villages of Darjeeling and Sikkim under study. 

Along with the allocation of land, it has also been shown how the 

utiliza,tion of land takes place. In Kalimpong villages where the 

pressure of land is more, the economic condition of the Lepcha are 

not good. But in Zongu of Sikkim due to less pressure upon land, 

the Lepcha are economically better off, this also helps them to 

maintain their indegenous way of life. 
' 

Cropping Pattern 

Yield or productivity of the land is an important phenomenon 

to understand and evaluate a subsistence agricultural economic system. 

One of the ways of measuring the output - how much is produced in 

a standard area such as per acre - over a .specified period of time, 

usually a year, to correspond the outputs of temperate regions 

where the annual variation in weather generally results in a 

variation in yield in single crop season. The yield of a particular 

crop can be measured in weight when one community grows several 

crops, the productivity of one may be much more than that of another 

more weight, more bulk, more calories and more people fed. In 

order to understand the interrelations of environment, agricultural 

practices and land use, we may compare the rate of production in two 

or more areas where the same crops or at least the ~.same type of 

crops are grown. The difference in the production of , same crop by 

the same community in two or more places accounts for ,the variations 

in the technology involved, manure used, necessity of. that crop by 
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the people, cultural dimensions along with the other factors stated 

herein. Even in the same location and using the same agricultural 

technique there might be differences in' the out turn of a crop between 

two communities or within the same community. Because of land, work 

habits, intensity of the adoption of agricultural practices, one person 

may produce more food than his neighbours. 

-x:. ·:-
The distribution pattern of agricultural produces also deter-

mined by geographic factors, e 0 g 0 altitude, climate, rainfall, nature 

of the soil and the facilities of communication. Some more aspects of 

cultural ecology dealt with now may help to account for the variation 

·in the cropping pattern and its relation with productive mechanism. 

It is implied that features of vital production of major crops in the 

local environment come first in an historical sense and method of 

production developed in the area as a response there to. Certain 

social, ideological and other factors even the productive system 

itself - influence the manner of adaptation to the environment. It is 

less important to note in this context how one accounts for the method 

of technological activity. Given the environment and the way in 

which it is exploited, certain characteristics of production result to 

which the remaining aspects of culture are to be adjusted. A vital 

aspect of food production in the villages under study is that there 

are large difference in the quantities of food raised by different 

villages under study. In a given village these variations amount to 

the differences in the quantities of crops· raised by different families. 

Families who own more land for cultivation will naturally produce 

more crops. 
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Another feature of production to which attention should be 

given is the regional variation in the quantities of various types of 

food produced. In different locales, variations in rainfall and 

sunlight, and ·of· waters and topography necessary for irrigation, soil 

condition, generate different potentials for growing different types of 
. :. ' 

crops and plant accordin-gly.. As a result, different villages tend to 

produce more of certain crops. But :to shape the cropping pattern of 

·a region, the social arid cultural factors are. much more important 

than non-social factors like environment, rainfall etc. The 

accompanying table No. 28 indicates the crop production in three 

d.tfferent villages under study and describes the nature of regional 

variation in production. 

TABLE NO. 28 

Production of crops among the Lepcha 

in three villages under study •. 

(in kg.) 

Crops Nassey Pagang- · Lingdong 
' ~ .. 

Paddy .5120 9000 ,_,:_,6680 

Makai (maize) 3640 5600 5360 ---
Kudu (millet) 560 2600 5320 

Cardamom Nil Nil 6000 

No. of families 
engaged in ·cultivation 34 50 29 

In the folloiring tables (No. 29, 30 & 31) an attempt has 

been made to show 'tl1~ <;:rapping pattern of the three villages under 

study in detail. From these tables it will be seen that average 
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production of different crops in one year (1980.-81) is not same in the 

three villages under stti_dy ~ Some villages produce more , Kudu than 

others. Lingdong grows cardamom profusely, whereas Nassey . and 

Pagang could not grow cash crops on a regular basis only a few 

individuals occasionally plant ginger, potatoes and catiliflower. The 

emphasis in 'the table is more on food crops than on cash crops. 

TABLE NO. 29 

I 
Cropping pattern of village Nassey 

Crops 

Total -Production of 
crops in the village 

Total land under 
cultivation in 
acreage 

Number of families 
cultivating 

. 
Average Production 
per Family 

. Percentage of land 
under cultivation 

A~erage production 
per acre 

Quantities of major corps produced (In kg.) 
----~~----------------------------------------
Paddy 

. 5120 

45 

34 

150 

53.58 

113 

Maize 
( rriakai) 

3640 

30 

34 

107 

35.71 

121 

Millet 
(Kudu) 

.560 

:c·:,· 9 

, ..... i.! 

34 

16.5 

10.71 

62 

Here, as · well as in the following table . all the families 

cultivate, either in their own land or in others land. The important 

thing is the amount of land that is· devoted to ea.ch crop and not its 
., 

ownership pattern, though in the ultimate analysis the quantity of 
.• ; . 
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crop obtained from a piece of land by a family depends on the nature 

of its ownership. 

TABLE NO. 30 

Cropping pattern of village Pagang 

Crops 

Total production 'of 
crops in the village 

Total land under culti
vation in acreage 

Number of families 
cultivating 

Average production 
per family 

Percentage of land 
under cultivation 

Average production 
per acre 

Quantities of major crops produced (In kg.) 

Paddy 

9000 

90 

50 

180 

59.22 

100 

Maize 
(makai) 

5600 

27 

50 

112 

17.76 

207 

Millet 
( Kudu ) 

2600 

35 

50 

52 

23.02 

74 

Table .. 31 
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TABLE NO. 31 

Cropping pattern of village Lingdong 

Crops 

Total production 
.of crops in thE:l 
village 

Total land undef 
cultivation in 
acreage 

Number of families 
cultivating 

Average production 
per family 

Percentage ·of 
land under 
cultivation 

Average production 
per acre 

Quantities of major crops produced (In kg.) 

-------------------~------------------------------
Paddy 

6680 

109 

29 

230 

29.78 

61.3 

Maize 
(Makai) 

5360 

75 

29. 

184 

20.49 

71.4 

Millet. 
( Kudu ) 

4520 

75 

29 

155 

20.49 

60.2 

Cardamom 

60.00 

107 

29 

206 

29.24 

56.0 

From the preceeding tables on the cropping pattern of the 

·three villages under study it. is seen that three major Frops, namely, 

paddy, maize and millet are grown in all the locations. In addition 

to that cardamom is produced abundantly in Lingdong village as 

cash crop. 

So far the paddy is concerned, the maximum (59.22%) land 

under paddy cultivation is found in Pagang, followed by Nassey 

(53.58%) and Lingdortg' ~ (-29. 78%). But Nassey, the village situated 

near KalimpOng town and well communicated with it, give emphasis 
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upon E!:!akai. 35.71% of its land is under makai cultivation, followed 

by Ling dong and Pagang, where 20.49 and 17.76 percent of its land, 

respectively are under makai cultiv?tion. 

But the most interesting observation is on kudu (millet) cult!-

vation. As it is said earlier, in the. Lepcha life kudu has 

very little or no significance as a food crop. The main· use of kudu 

in the Lepcha life is to prepare chi, a native beer. In the 
':· 

production of kudu Pagang tops the other two villages .In Pagang · 23.02% 

I 
of its totaL land is under kudu cultivation. This is followed by 

Ling dong and Nassey, where 20.49% and 10.71% of the land are under 

kudu' cultivation, res pecti vel y. But considering the number of 

population and n1,.1mber of families it is Lingdong which comes first. 

In Lingdong the average per family production of kudu is 206 kgs. 

In Pagang the 'average per family production of kudu is 52 kgs ~ and 

in Nassey the average per family production of kudu is 16.5 kg. 

which is very meagre. In the total production of kudu, Lingdong 

produces 4520 kgs. whereas Pagang and Nassey produce 2600 kgs. and 

560 kgs. respectively. 

It is also observed that average productioJ.! of crops per 

acre is quite · goo~d in Nassey which reflects the fact that they grow 

more crops in less area of land, this also indicates the intensiveness 

of their agricultural .practices. 

Now comes .. the question as to why the. production. (or 

requirement) of this particular crop, kudu is more in Lingdong and 

less in Pagang and Nassey. It is due to the ·following fact. 
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Lingdong is a traditional Lepcha village situated in the relatively 

less exposed area of Zongu, north Sikkim. In Lingdong the Lepcha 

have been able to maintain some of their original characteristics in 

social and religious sphere. In Lingdong the participation in 

religious activities is much more intensive than that in Pagang and 

Nassey, including that of monastic feasts. In rites of passages and 
•,. 

other ceremonies the Lepcha of Lingdong ·throw big parties where food 

and drinks are generously served. For this they require to produce 

more kudu since, it is their only form of beverage. In N assey, the 

Lepcha 1i ve in close proximity to the urban centre of Kalimpong. 

Many of them have accepted Christianity and visit church regularly. 

Their ceremonies are less elaborate and not prolonged with very little 

or no use of liquor, because the church does not ap_prove drinking. 

Besides this, the Buddhist Lepcha who 1i ve in ciose association with 

the Nepalis and Christians have also taken to less consumption of 

liquor. Since theii:- requirement of alcoholic b'everage is less, they 

grow kudu only as much as they require. The position of Pagang is 

just in between Lingdong and Nassey and that in the matter of kudu 

production it stands in-between Lingdong and Nas?eY. So kudu 

production among the Lepcha, is to be seen from this cultural point 

of view. 

Another pertinent observation relating to cropping pattern is 

that the Lepcha of Lingdong grow cardamom on the same area of land 

as paddy. The land under cardamom cultivation is 29.24% and the 

land under paddy cultivation is 29.78%. They do it because 

cardamom is a cash crop and they can purchase cereals and oil etc; 

by St::!lling cardamom. Moreover, their population is small 
·( 

and by 
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bringing only· 29% of the· land under paddy cultivation they can meet . . . . . . . . 

their food requirement. But· if required, cash from cardamom could 

always be used for buying foodgrains·. 

There are some variations in . the average · production of 

various crops produced in the three villages under study. But these 

variation are more due to difference in soil types, ran· fall and other 

non-social ·phenomenon than due to any cultural or social factors 

" 

(unlike the percentage of land under cultivation of crops which 

reflects the peop'les' intention to produce a particular ·crop, whether 

the production is more or less, is altogether a different factor). 

OccupationJ 

. . 

As. per the occupation is conc:·erned, the Lepcha of Darjeeling 

and Sikkim are primarily dependent upon agriculture as a means of 

their livelihood. Only a few of them have accepted the profession of 

teaching in the rural areas of Sikkim, where. Lepcha language is 

being taught at school level. otherwise they ·stick to· their 

traditional occupation of agriculture. It is very tare to find a 

Lepcha working as a. labourer in road construction under a 

contractor . But this is a common feature among the :·_Nepalis. They 

. are always ready to accept any type of job that is av.ailable. 

From Nassey five individuals, from five different families, 

all men, have left for Sikkim where they are engaged as teachers .. 

From Pagang two meri went to Sikkim also for teachiri~. ~ From Nassey 

two persons are employed as Peon in Government offices. In Pagang 

nobody is engaged in Government offices. In Lingdong most of the 
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people have agriculture as their occupation.- · Only one Lepcha youth 

in Lingdong is in Government service . as a villagE{ level worker 

(V..L.W.). 

· Rituals Connected with Agriculture ,/ 

There are numbers of rituals connected with agriculture 

present in both traditional and contemporary agricultural system. 

These are u~ually officiated by the Bonthing in which ,different types 

' of spirits like moong (evil one) and rum (good one) are propitiated. 

The rituals associated with temporary shifting cultivation are usually 

performed before the preparation of field but the ceremonies connected 

with. permanent wet cultivation are generally performed at the time of 

harvesting to have a good yield. This appears to be a later 

adoption. Before the forest is burnt to prepare the soil for shifting 

cultivation, two benevolent spirits, adooyuk ahd alamyuk who send 

rice and millet seeds_ and their wives taleanimes and sangunimes who 

hold tl'le cultivable lands on their bellies are worshipped. The 

Lepcha regard se-dyu and sa-dju as the god and goddess· of farming 

and agriculture. The necessary sacrifice· ·is performecJ. by the 

Bonthing. Apart from this sacrifice to the god of agriculture, 

performed at the household level, there are also ceremonies performed 

at community level. These are spring and autumn sacrifices observed 

mainly by the Lepcha of Kalimpong. 

.\ 
After harvesting of paddy I lir~ ceremony is performed by 

the head of the household. Bon thing. or ~~ comes a~·d, performs the 

ceremony. For this purpose small amount of paddy, 5 kg. of chi, 

3 hens or cocks are given. 
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But the Lepcha- of Zongu, in addition to this, also perform 

another ritual after harvesting of paddy towards the people of Mayel. 

This ritual is called sikeurumfath (worship of the God of -foodgrains). 

Sikeurum is supposed to be the deity of food grains. They prey to 

the people of Mayel- (a hidden . and inaccessible valley in the 

Kanchenjungha, which is no longer- possible to reach) to give them· a 

fraction of the treasure which the people of- Mayel have in their 

country. After the Bonthing completes the ritual, all the family 

members gather and eat meat and dance together. 
' 

In -this ritual a 

cock is sacrificed. Chi, thackmarzu rice, ginger and eggs are also 

given. It is believed that agriculture in general was introduced into 

Lingdong by the mythical inhabitants of Mayel. 

Cultivation of cardamom associates a complex ~whole of alien 

beliefs and rituals. Nothing is done when the cardroom is planted, 

but every_ year at the flowering time a sacrifice is performed in 

honour of supernatural 1 elaij-nyon 1 whom -the Lepcha equate with 

makuyan moong, the devil of death. · It is needless to mention here 

_that elaij-nyon is a Nepali -deity. When they first planted cardamom 

they did no ceremonies, but they got ill, then a Lepcha from outside 

of Zongu learned the proper ritual from a N.epali _ Jhankri (a priest 

somewhat similar to Lepcha Bonthing) and taught it to the Lepcha- of 

Zongu. The rather elaborate ritual of elainchisetifath has two 

surprising ·features ; it is only permitted for male priest to officiate 

and the chickens are hung by their feet while still li'ling and killed 

by hitting _ them on head. Both these features are -unusual for a 

Lepcha ritual. In - no - other Lepcha ritual except, in cardamom _ 

worship, the sacrificial animals 'are ill treated or made uncomfortable 
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before killing and the priestess (M~) are excluded. It was 

also from this foreign source that the Lepcha lean1t that the presence 

of menstruating women would blight the plant in flower. This is a 

completely alien idea, for otherwise menstruating women are paid no 

attention to and the prevalent pan-Indian (Hindu) idea of women 

being essentially unclean was not known to the Lepcha. 

Every cardamom field has a smnll erection. It is called 

mungli house). 
I 

It is made for the accommoc;lation of a devil 

called thyok dum, whose chief joy appears to be the . destruction of 

cardam.om plants. 

Animal Husbandry / 

The subsistence economy in Nassey, Pagang and Lingdong, · 

as in most hilly villages, is agriculture ; · of second. importance and 

closely related to agriculture is animal husbandry. Besides culti-

vation the Lepcha of Kalimpong in most of the cases keep livestock 

which serves as their subsidiary income. The rearing of milch cow ·is 

also a very common ·practice among the Lepcha and other communities 

of ·the village. They also keep hen or cock as a source of egg and 

meat. They sell their surplus products to the local Kalimpong hat 

(weekly market) or to the various farms. The Lepcha usually keep 

pigs. Among. the Nepalis only the lower ·castes like Kami, Damai~ 

Mathey (all .are Scpeduled Castes) rear pigs but not the higher tastes 

like Brahmins and Chettris. 
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Nassey 

Pagang 

Ling dong 
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TABLE NO. 32 

Livestock population of the village 
(among the Lepcha community) 

Bullock Cows Pig ~oat Poultry 

9 39 41 50-

12 46 47 23 88 

6 70 49 54 206 

Total 

139 

216-

385 

From the table it is seen that_ Lingdong has more cattle and 

poultry than Nassey or- Pagang. Lingdong has more livestock because 

it can provide pastures and good grazing ground -for the cattle in the 

nearby forest. 

Although , of - secondary importance · as a source of diet 

domestic animals play._ an important role in the life of the Lepcha·. 

Nearly all the ceremonies presided by the Mun and Bonthing demand 

animal sacrifices. · Animals are essential for the '"socio-religious 

ceremonies on the occasions of birth, marriage and death. 

Consequently people with few or no animals who get ill or have 

children or marry or die are at a considerable disadvantage and 

have td borrow animals for these ceremonies. Much of the indebtedn.ess 

to the money lenders has been for the purchase _of animals. Though 

the Lepcha can, and often does, borrow animal from, the neighbours, 

he appears to feel uncomfortable to being indebted to a friend which 

he does not feel towards a money lender. Goats are raised exclusively 

for food and_ sacrifice and are never milked. They are not highly 

valued animals and people usually have only a few pairs. All goats 
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are fed on salt and maize. Kids are never killed for food. Pigs are 

raised for eating and sacrifice, but their meat is more popular and a 

large number are kept. They are the only animals which are 

generally killed for domestic eating. They are fed on the remains of 

chi after the grain has been three time soused. All pigs are castrated 

with ceremony at the age of three or four months so that they would 

not become wild and wander away into the forest. 

Among the Lepcha pork is the most favoured meat, an easy 

source of animal protein and common item of diet ; everywhere the 

killing of a pig is a matter for feast and celebration. Only wild 

pigs are killed without a prior plan or purpose. Domestic pigs are 

part of the household valuable property ; their raising and slaughter 

is purposeful. Pigs are of some interest to the Lepcha, but they are 

not an exclusive concern as to the herds of pastoralists. Domestic 

pigs are attached to their feeders. Many people hand-feed their pigs tubers 

and the discards from their meals and left over of chi (fermented 

millet). It is observed that in Kalimpong the pigs are kept in pens 

whereas in Zongu pigs forage during day time. They sleep in the 

basement of the house. Pigs are led into the agricultural fields, 

after the crop is harvested, this is beneficial to the productivity of 

the land in that pig feaces fertilize the soil, and the movement of the 

pigs overturn and soften the soils and destroy weeds before it is 

again prepared for recultivation. 

Animals must never on any account be killed by a woman. 

This is the only complete_ and absolute sex linked prohibition of any 

form o:f activity imposed upon the women. There are· some acts which 
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a:J:'e mcrr-e commonly or indeed exclusively practised by men or by 

women only,· but except this· there is no sort of prohibition for 

members of the fairer sex doing them if they feel so inclined. For 

exampl1=, only women transplant the seedlings and only men plough 

but there is no reason why a man should not transplant if he wants· 

to and. similarly a woman can plough, but her relative lack of 

strength prevents her from doing so. 

This chapter though a long one attempts to give a 

comprehensive view of Lepcha economic life in three villages in three 

different ecological setting. It is seen that substantial . economic 

differences in subsistence activities exist which are defined not only 

by ecological conditions but also by cultural parameters. 


